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Guantánamo as a “Legal Black Hole”: A Base for Expanding Space, Markets, and Culture

By Ernesto Hernández-López*

Introduction

Why does the U.S. Naval Station at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba1 (“Guantánamo” or “GTMO”) appear as a “legal black hole”?2 It’s been labeled a “quirky outpost” with an “unusual jurisdictional status”3 and an anomalous legal zone.4 After eight years, nearly 800 persons have
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141
been detained on the base.\textsuperscript{5} Cases from this year show that elemental legal questions about the base still daunt courts.\textsuperscript{6} Uighurs, Turkic Muslims from China, are no longer in the same custody as other War on Terror base detainees but are unable to leave GTMO.\textsuperscript{7} Five Uighurs remain at GTMO, awaiting acceptable offers of resettlement.\textsuperscript{8} District court habeas proceedings illustrate disagreement on basic legal issues such as the scope of detention authority, its legal source, the required nexus between detainee and terrorist groups, and how to treat statements coerced during torture.\textsuperscript{9} This anomaly spreads to Af-
ghanistan, with the Bagram detention center also characterized as a “black hole.” One of the most controversial expressions of American power, GTMO floats as a jurisdictional island in a sea of legal anomaly terrorized by growing legal complexity in one of “the longest wars in American history.” If GTMO detentions end for the 174 remaining detainees, an event predicted since January 2009, these experiences will inform future extraterritorial authority.

Referring to the concept of Empire, this Article argues that U.S. foreign relations capitalize on the base’s jurisdictional ambiguities. Anomaly on the base is not an aberration but instead manifests Empire’s intended legal objectives. These objectives articulate American assumptions regarding expanding authority, overseas market access, and cultural superiority. These three factors—space, markets, and culture—are essential for empires throughout world history.

10. See Maqaleh v. Gates, 605 F.3d 84 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (holding the Suspension Clause does not extend to the Bagram detention facility); see also Kal Raustiala, Is Bagram the New Guantánamo? Habeas Corpus and Maqaleh v. Gates, ASIL Insights (June 17, 2009), http://www.asil.org/insights090618.cfm. This case is referred to as both “Al Maqaleh” and “Maqaleh.” For the sake of consistency, this Article uses the term “Maqaleh.”


15. For an excellent, concise description of the base’s legal anomaly and its role in informal Empire, the Cold War, refugee detention, and the War on Terror, see Amy Kaplan, Where is Guantánamo?, in LEGAL BORDERLANDS: LAW AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF AMERICAN BORDERS 259–66 (Mary L. Dudziak & Leti Volpp eds., 2006).

16. Throughout this Article, the idea of Empire as space, markets, and culture refers to Alejandro Colás’s theory on Empire. See ALEJANDRO COLÁS, EMPIRE 5 (2007). Dr. Colás’s book, Empire, examines the social and political organization of empires throughout world history. Id.
Paraphrasing Alejandro Colás’s foci on Empire’s material, cultural, and political attributes, this Article defines Empire as metropolitan rule that subordinates overseas populations. Empire can only exist when the following are found: an expanding territory under political rule that lacks any identified limit, a protection of economic markets to sustain consumption and expansion, and an ideology of superiority to legitimize expansion.17 When examining detainee rights, Guantánamo’s anomaly appears as a legal black hole, but in reality, Empire purposefully crafts such ambiguities as part of larger objectives.

As described below, Guantánamo operates as a base for imperial objectives concerning space, markets, and culture. Base occupation since 1898 and detentions since 2002 suggest this.18 Reflecting “Empire as space,” GTMO relies on legal interpretations of extraterritoriality, which facilitate expansion with no defined spatial limit or border. Functional approaches to constitutional protections on GTMO, as seen in Boumediene v. Bush,19 exemplify this flexible expansion.20 Market protection in the Caribbean and Central America were integral to the base’s purpose after 1898. Currently, “Empire as markets” refers to GTMO detentions that allow for intelligence gathering and support the geopolitics of energy security in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia.21 “Empire as culture” concerns how base detentions discriminate by targeting Middle Eastern, Arab, and Central Asian nationalities.22

Evident with detentions, base jurisdiction has been excluded from checks in the Constitution and international law by capitalizing on anomalous sovereignty demarcations between Cuba and the United States.23 As the first U.S. base overseas, GTMO has “legally”

17. Id. at 5–7.
18. See discussion infra Part II.
20. See discussion infra Part II.A.
21. See discussion infra Part II.B.
22. See discussion infra Part II.C.
23. See Neuman, Anomalous Zones, supra note 4, at 1228–33; Neuman, Guantánamo Loophole, supra note 4, at 1, 3–5, 42–44 (describing how the base was used to detain asylum-seekers and avoid constitutional and international law protections). See also Sale v. Haitian Ctrs. Council, Inc., 509 U.S. 155, 158–59 (1993) (rejecting challenges to U.S. detention authority by Haitians detained at Guantánamo after attempting to illegally enter the United States); Cuban Am. Bar Ass’n, Inc. v. Christopher, 43 F.3d 1412, 1430 (11th Cir. 1995) (finding aliens on the base are “without legal rights that are cognizable” in U.S. courts); Haitian Ctrs. Council, Inc. v. McNary, 969 F.2d 1326, 1347 n.19 (2d Cir. 1992) (finding constitutional claims for asylum detainees likely succeeding in court); Haitian Refugee Ctr., Inc. v. Baker, 953 F.2d 1498, 1506 (11th Cir. 1992) (finding constitutional rights do not apply to asylum detainees). For a description of the international law implicated in
been under American control since 1903. Agreements with Cuba provide the United States with “complete jurisdiction and control” for an indefinite period, while affirming Cuba’s “ultimate sovereignty” over the base. GTMO reflects the imperial qualities of space, markets, and culture, through U.S. authority over base territory in Cuba. It has served American foreign relations objectives in a Sphere of Influence (1898–1940), Cold War (1946–1991), and War on Terror (2002–). Even though President Obama called for a closure of the GTMO detention center by February 2010, detentions still continue. The Pentagon has spent nearly $2 billion since base detentions, see Diane Marie Amann, *Guantánamo*, 42 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 263 (2004).


R
2001 to improve the base,\textsuperscript{27} while Congress and the American public actively resist any relocation of detainees to the United States.\textsuperscript{28}

Initial interests in the base were expressed in the Platt Amendment, agreements between the United States and Cuba in 1903 and 1934, and Caribbean and Central American geopolitics. Explicit War on Terror interests include detentions for intelligence, situated within American authority but securely distanced from terrorist violence.\textsuperscript{29} The U.S. government presumed that this location avoided potential legal checks such as detainee access to courts, interference from foreign governments, and protections in constitutional, international, and foreign law.\textsuperscript{30} Detentions close to terrorist groups in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia\textsuperscript{31} would derail intelligence and war efforts.\textsuperscript{32} In this context, GTMO plays a vital role in Empire’s expanding authority.

Framed by Alejandro Colás’s conception of Empire as space, markets, and culture,\textsuperscript{33} this Article suggests that GTMO is a legal anomaly

\textsuperscript{27} Scott Higham & Peter Finn, \textit{At least $500 Million Has Been Spent Since 9/11 on Renovating Guantanamo Bay}, WASH. POST, June 7, 2010, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/06/AR2010060604093.html.


\textsuperscript{29} See discussion infra Part II.B.


\textsuperscript{31} This Article utilizes geographic indicators to highlight where the War on Terror is being fought, its regional influence, and where terrorists attack civilians, threaten U.S. energy security, or maintain bases of operations. It uses “Persian Gulf” to refer to the region comprised of Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, Iraq, Iran, Oman, Yemen, Qatar, and Kuwait, which all influence regional foreign relations and thus global access to energy resources. Other terms used include the “Middle East,” “Near East,” and “Arabian Peninsula.” The Article does not use these latter terms as much, in an effort to isolate the specific geographic areas with geopolitical influence. It uses the term “Central Asia” to refer mostly to Afghanistan and Pakistan but also to Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan. Other classifications could include “South Asia,” “Middle East,” “Near East,” or “Asia” but seem imprecise and do not highlight their proximity to War on Terror fighting and/or energy resources. Ultimately, this Article could use many potential indicators; surely all suffer from imprecision or perhaps over inclusion. Moreover, this Article uses “Persian Gulf” and “Central Asia” for sake of simplicity and internal consistency.

\textsuperscript{32} See discussion infra Part II.B.1.

\textsuperscript{33} Colás, supra note 16.
that serves foreign relations objectives of protecting expanding American influence, economic interests overseas, and perceived cultural superiority. This Article provides legal, historical, and social science analysis to begin exploring how anomaly feeds imperial objectives in extraterritorial jurisdiction. These arguments are presented as preliminary hypotheses, as the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, the District Court for the District of Columbia, the Obama administration, and Congress address complex legal issues about the base. The doctrine, theory, and context presented spark larger questions on how War on Terror lawmaking relates to spatial, economic, and cultural assumptions. Imperial objectives created the need for policies to detain nearly 800 persons over an eight-year period (even now as 174 men remain detained). The base’s long legal history, coupled with a significant detention pro-

34. See discussion infra Part II.
35. See discussion infra Part II.B.2.
36. See discussion infra Part II.C.1.
37. See discussion supra note 7.
40. See generally Robert M. Chesney & Benjamin Wittes, The Courts’ Shifting Rules on Guantánamo Detainees, Wash. Post, Feb. 5, 2010, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/02/04/AR2010020403910.html (explaining how the courts have had to fill gaps in the substantive law of detention because the Supreme Court has been silent and because Congress and the President provide minimal guidance); Gude, supra note 28 (describing the challenges, created by all three branches, in ending detentions and administering habeas proceedings, criminal trials, and military commissions).
41. See Gude, supra note 28.
42. Since Boumediene, the judiciary finds itself in the position of having to define the substantive norms and procedures to be used in GTMO habeas corpus proceedings. After the 2008 Supreme Court decision, the Executive and Congress have not clarified various legal issues concerning detention authority and the procedures for habeas corpus proceedings. Although the Obama administration began a review of detention practices and announced it would end base detention by the end of January 2010, detentions still continue. The administration explored relocating detainees to a former prison in Illinois, but these plans faced political resistance in Congress and popular discourse. For excellent descriptions of how the law of overseas detention must respond to policy and jurisprudential developments, see Gude, supra note 28 and Wittes et al., supra note 9.
43. See The Guantánamo Docket: Detainees Held, N.Y. Times, supra note 13; see also Names of the Detained, Wash. Post, supra note 5.
gram, offers substantial material to start identifying how this legal anomaly—and legal anomalies in general—suit Empire. 44

While this Article’s claims are neither conclusive nor based on extensive empirical analysis, they attempt to spur scholarly inquiry. More research is needed into the theory, doctrine, and context behind Empire, legal anomaly, extraterritorial authority, detention, and foreign relations in the War on Terror. This Article’s greatest promise may not be in providing complete answers now. Instead, its value comes from posing larger questions on law and extraterritorial jurisdiction. This Article’s conclusions—in Part I and the Conclusion—begin to pose these questions.

This Article makes three initial arguments. First, Guantánamo’s anomaly facilitates flexible control of overseas territory by limiting public obligations to protect individual rights. This reflects Empire as space. 45 Inside the base and evident in detainee challenges, there is a degree of uncertainty or even permitted denial of constitutional and international law obligations. This uncertainty and denial creates a legal black hole. 46 In Boumediene v. Bush, the Court even comments on

44. Empire is intimate to the base’s history. Cf. Helmut Rumpf, Military Bases on Foreign Territory, in 3 Encyclopedia of Public International Law 381, 382–83 (Peter MacAlister-Smith ed., 1992) (describing Guantánamo’s foundation during U.S. imperialism and explaining that such bases were the start of colonial expansion); Raustiala, The Geography of Justice, supra note 24, at 2545–46 (describing base creation and the present lease as “remnants of the age of empire”).

45. See Colás, supra note 16, at 31. This Article uses Yi-Fu Tuan’s definition of “space.” Space is more abstract than “place.” Space represents “openness, freedom, and threat [of the unfamiliar],” while “place” concerns what “we get to know” and endow with value. Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience 6 (1977). As such, “Empire as space” refers to the potential abstract locations where American authority may rule and that require flexible and adaptable borders.

turning the Constitution on or off at the base.\textsuperscript{47} This aids expanding U.S. jurisdiction and control, while flexibly evading public limitations. Jurisprudence on extraterritorial authority, such as the \textit{Insular Cases}\textsuperscript{48} (1910–1920) and the Guantánamo cases (2004–2010), points to how overseas control benefits from these limits.\textsuperscript{49} For both periods, American law has perceived extraterritorial authority as avoiding the checks that would apply domestically. In \textit{Boumediene}, the Supreme Court affirmed that the Constitution’s Suspension Clause, including habeas corpus rights, “has full effect” on the base.\textsuperscript{50} Jurisprudence since \textit{Boumediene} solidifies a functional and flexible approach for determining if constitutional protections check authority overseas.\textsuperscript{51} This Article describes anomaly’s role in \textit{Kiyemba v. Obama}, concerning Uighur detainees unable to leave the base,\textsuperscript{52} district court habeas proceedings since 2008, with ambiguity clouding issues such as detention authority and evidentiary matters,\textsuperscript{53} and \textit{Maqaleh v. Gates}, concerning similar proceedings for detainees in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{54} This evolving doctrine expands anomalies within extraterritorial authority. It functions as Empire as space.

Second, the base protects economic markets abroad. Historically, it bolstered “sphere of influence” objectives regarding Cuba, the Caribbean, and the Panama Canal.\textsuperscript{55} This Article offers preliminary insight into GTMO’s effective role in current overseas market


\textsuperscript{49} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.A.


\textsuperscript{51} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.A.1.

\textsuperscript{52} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.A.2.

\textsuperscript{53} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.A.3.

\textsuperscript{54} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.A.4.

\textsuperscript{55} See generally BARTHOLOMEW H. SPARROW, \textit{The Insular Cases and the Emergence of American Empire} (2006) (describing the Insular Cases as providing a legal framework to support informal Empire, of which overseas military bases were a central component); Robert Freeman Smith, \textit{Latin America, the United States and the European Powers, 1830–1930}, in \textit{The Cambridge History of Latin America: Volume IV c. 1870 to 1930}, at 83–119 (Leslie Bethell ed., 1986) [hereinafter Freeman Smith] (describing the international rivalries and subsequent increase in involvement of the United States in Central America and the Caribbean, especially in planning for and protecting the Canal). Legal anomaly also
The base supports intelligence gathering needed for War on Terror efforts in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia. These regions are also of vital economic and strategic importance to the United States because of their energy resources or geographic proximity to such resources. Terrorists\textsuperscript{57} threaten these markets directly by attacking the energy industry and indirectly by destabilizing regional states and global markets. Accordingly, terrorists threaten vital resource supplies for global energy demand. GTMO detentions are justified because they obtain intelligence to combat these threats. These threats are of explicit concern to national security, but they also disrupt the geopolitics of energy markets in the region. Government and public discourse contend that terrorism threatens national security and that this threat justifies an American military response and increased executive authority.\textsuperscript{58} This Article does not deny that terrorism kills innocent civilians and threatens national security (both domestically and overseas), but it suggests material interests have enormous influences on U.S. foreign policy in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia.\textsuperscript{59} It may be negligent for scholars to ignore regional geopolitics and resource challenges. The base’s legal anomaly effectively subsidizes intelligence gathering—perhaps even outsources torture in its support—aiding economic objectives in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia. With an eye on geopolitics in these regions, GTMO’s role in intelligence reflects the idea of Empire as markets.

characterized the U.S. Panama Canal Zone and the lease agreement with Panama. See Neuman, \textit{Guantanamo Loophole,} supra note 4, at 15–23.

\textsuperscript{56} See discussion \textit{infra} Part II.B.


\textsuperscript{59} See generally Leo Panitch & Sam Gindin, \textit{The Unique American Empire, in The War on Terrorism and the American ‘Empire’ After the Cold War} 24 (Alejandro Colás & Richard Saull eds., 2006) (presenting American Empire’s objectives to protect global capitalism and to serve as global police for neo-liberal policies, increasing the importance of overseas military bases and intelligence).
Third, culturally the base promotes an ideology of American superiority with manipulations of sovereignty and consequential racial-based exclusions. American jurisdiction on the base is defined in reference to sovereignty, with Cuba denied full sovereignty. Historically, international law explicitly used cultural reasoning to exclude certain populations from sovereignty. This is evident in the Treaty of Paris of 1898, ceding Cuba to the United States from Spain, and the Platt Amendment, requiring a U.S.-protector role and base in Cuba. Cubans as a Hispanic, black, and mixed-race population could not be fully sovereign or self-govern. With provisions specifically limiting Cuban sovereignty, the Platt Amendment and base agreements articulate these assumptions. Today, racial implications take the form of the denial of rights protections for detainees, because they are simultaneously outside U.S. and Cuban sovereignty. Some have argued constitutional rights only apply in U.S. sovereign territory and not in GTMO. Detention is primarily reserved for Central Asian, Middle-Eastern, or Arab identities. Guantánamo reflects law’s cultural assumptions that Cuba could not be sovereign, with American superiority justifying a base for over a century. Cultural exclusions produced an overseas base. They now sustain detention inside it, reflecting GTMO’s contribution to Empire as culture.

Following this introduction, Part I of this Article offers a working definition of Empire, emphasizing material and cultural attributes. Colás’s approach of Empire as space, markets, and culture helps explain why the United States sought, kept, and used a base at Guantánamo. Colás’s theory provides material, political, and cultural

---

60. The Platt Amendment required Cuba to provide a base; GTMO became that base. An Act Making Appropriation for the Support of the Army for the Fiscal Year Ending June Thirtieth, Nineteen Hundred and Two, 31 Stat. 895, 897 (1901) [hereinafter Platt Amendment—U.S. Appropriations]. See generally Hernández-López, Boumediene v. Bush and Guantánamo, Cuba, supra note 26, at 153–67 (describing how the Platt Amendment began as a letter from Secretary of War Elihu Root, was included in congressional appropriations, an international treaty, and Cuban law, and checked Cuban sovereignty as a U.S. protectorate).

61. See discussion infra Part I.B; see also Hernández-López, Boumediene v. Bush and Guantánamo, Cuba, supra note 26, at 129–49.


63. See discussion infra Part II.C.
examinations of Empire throughout world history. The base’s legal anomaly fits within larger foreign relations objectives. Part I further presents interpretations of the United States as an empire in Latin American history and in the current War on Terror. Part II suggests that the base’s legal anomaly serves current American Empire in terms of space, markets, and culture. Each subsection ends with a question concerning GTMO, law, and Empire. Subsection (A) describes GTMO’s role in American expansion, which benefits from no defined limit or border. As such, extraterritorial authority may expand in spatial terms. With Guantánamo as a legal anomaly, the United States avoids constitutional and international checks on state power. Recent detention jurisprudence follows a flexible approach to limiting authority overseas. Subsection (B) explains how market protection was central to the base’s purpose after 1898. Now, market protection stems from detention justified by intelligence gathering, which aids the geopolitics of energy security in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia. Subsection (C) offers a cultural reading of the base supporting American superiority. After 1898, Cuban sovereignty was checked by underlying cultural assumptions about the non-Anglo population. These assumptions led to the belief that an American base was required in Cuba. This is then compared with a discussion of de facto exclusions based on the nationalities of War on Terror detainees. This Article concludes by arguing that GTMO exemplifies Empire as space, markets, and culture. It suggests where lawyers, scholars, and policy makers may find Empire in the law’s anomaly and evolving extraterritorial authority.

I. Empire in Expanding Authority, Market Protection, and Cultural Superiority

To identify the reasons for establishing and keeping a base in Cuba after 1898, this part describes a theory on Empire and the relevant history of foreign relations with Cuba and the region. This theory and context illuminate three things. First, they explain why an overseas presence was needed militarily, economically, and geopolitically and how this presence required anomaly. Second, this shaped norma-
tive reasoning in plural sources of law. This includes international law (e.g., sovereignty and imperial influence for the United States and treaties with the United States, Spain, and Cuba), American constitutional law (e.g., checks or deference for political authority in foreign relations, economic policy, and territorial acquisition), and Cuban law (e.g., a new constitution). Third, this theory and history begin to show how culture, economics, and international politics crafted law’s role in GTMO’s anomaly and American extraterritoriality. These preliminary claims inform this Article’s methodology, used in Part II, of pinpointing law’s imperial role at GTMO. This context, along with the early arguments made, will hopefully inspire future inquiry into legal anomaly, extraterritorial authority, detention, and Empire.

A. Empire as Space, Markets, and Culture

This Article uses Alejandro Colás’s description that empires employ “combination[s] of territorial organization, modes of wealth creation and distribution, and dynamics of cultural self-understanding.”65 In *Empire*, Colás provides a comparative analysis of empires, identifying how their social organization provides for a state “that successfully expands from a metropolitan centre across various territories in order to dominate diverse populations . . . .”66 Colás builds on traditional definitions of empires, by examining how empires organize their political authority over territory, utilize markets in sustaining overseas rule, and develop cultural understandings for these needs.67

Studying empires throughout world history (ancient, modern, and contemporary), Colás describes three required features for empires, labeled “Empire as Space,” “Empire as Market,” and “Empire as Culture.”68 First, empires require flexible borders that are not closed or limited but rather are boundless.69 For this, they use sophisticated notions of what is “inside” and “outside.”70 Empires have “frontiers and boundaries, but no external borders,”71 and these frontiers act as

66. *Id.* at 28.
67. *Id.* at 11.
68. *Id.* at *passim*.
69. *Id.* at 19; see also Introduction, in *LEGAL BORDERLANDS: LAW AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF AMERICAN BORDERS*, supra note 15, at 3 (describing how borders function as “contact zones between ideas, as spaces of ideological ambiguity” with potential for repression and liberation); José E. Alvarez, *Contemporary International Law: An ‘Empire of Law’ or the ‘Law of Empire’?*, 24 Am. U. Int’l L. Rev. 811, 836 (2009) (emphasizing how Empire increasingly relies on power that is not just territorial).
71. *Id.* at 19.
“fluctuating zone[s] of interaction between the imperial centre and its peripheries.”

Empires require these flexible borders to justify how populations and territory outside the imperial center (metropole) are controlled. Accordingly, empires develop political and legal instruments to delineate with high sophistication what is outside and inside. These assumptions in political organization function as Empire as space.

Empire as space develops slowly and incrementally. Historian Lauren Benton offers sophisticated descriptions of how empires use law and the concept of jurisdiction to bolster their power to govern extraterritorially. In A Search for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in European Empires, 1400–1900, she examines how European empires utilized evolving concepts of law and geography to support their territorial sovereign control. With myriad examples, Dr. Benton expands upon how European territorial control was often fragmented even though these states claimed sovereignty over large intercontinental stretches of land. To govern these territories, empires developed irregular spaces of law over narrow bands and enclaves. This authority was most pronounced and effective over sea-lanes, rivers, settlement enclaves, trading posts, merchant roads, islands, and mountains. The legal concepts of shared or partial sovereignty facilitated this kind of extended authority; they were part of the “anomalies of empire.” Benton explains how empires developed the legitimacy to govern extraterritorially from legal conflicts over issues such as piracy and martial law. With protracted litigation in locations near the boundaries of authority overseas, the judiciary acted as a conduit for negotiating the values implicit in overseas authority.

72. Id. at 29.
75. Id. at 8.
78. Id. at 33–35, 112, 165.
79. See generally Lauren Benton, Constitutions and Empires, 31 Law & Soc. Inquiry 177 (2006) (describing an “imperial turn” in socio-legal scholarship and reviewing the following key issues: the ambiguity of territorial status, construction of legal subjecthood, and
With respect to Guantánamo, Empire as space refers to how American interpretations of extraterritorial jurisdiction assist political authority’s expansion with minimal checks. Seen from a global lens, current control of the base serves American foreign relations far larger and independent of Cuba, the Caribbean, or regional proximity to the continental United States. In terms of legal conflicts presently arising from GTMO, detention jurisprudence serves to negotiate the legitimacy of extraterritorial authority. The most recent example is the creation and use of functional tests to determine if constitutional rights apply overseas, offering flexible reasoning to expand American control abroad.80

Second, empires use the exchange of land, labor, and goods to economically exploit the periphery for the metropole’s advantage.81 These motives and their implementation act as Empire as markets. Empires create administrative, legal, political, and military infrastructure to secure these resources abroad.82 As such, the relation between Empire as space and Empire as markets is mutually beneficial, protecting control of territory and resources.83 Empires secure long-distance markets not just by exploitation overseas but also by systems of taxation, custom duties, privateering, and monopolies with particular public policies and private law instruments.84 Central to this system is how empires use public institutions, legal relations, and political organization to protect markets in gold, oil, labor, manufactured goods, and for geopolitical control of sea and land. For GTMO, base detentions implicitly serve geopolitical and resource war interests in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia, proximate to or actually where detainees were

importance of imperial legal culture); Lauren Benton, Law and Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History, 1400–1900 (2002) (presenting how litigation in Empires’ peripheries was vital to establishing legitimacy within Empire, drawing on examples from the Ottoman Empire, and the British in India, Africa, Oceania, and others); Lauren Benton, Colonial Law and Cultural Difference: Jurisdictional Politics and the Formation of the Colonial State, 41 Comp. Stud. Soc’y & Hist. 563 (1999), available at http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayFulltext?type=1&fid=1962&jid=CSS&volumeId=41&issueId=03&aid=1961 (analyzing how colonial jurisdictional disputes helped shape the modern colonial state while, at the same time, responding to boundary conflicts).

80. See infra Part II.A.1.
82. Id.
83. For examples of how the protection of overseas markets and the exercise of military power abroad reinforce each other, see Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (2007).
captured.\textsuperscript{85} Providing vital intelligence, detentions effectively help protect these overseas markets. This relationship between intelligence from detainees and market protection is consistent with arguments that the War on Terror serves American economic interests.\textsuperscript{86}

Third, empires develop cultural understandings—often racial, gendered, or religious—to justify why populations are subordinated and controlled by the metropole. This functions as Empire as culture. Empires use culture\textsuperscript{87} and collective identity to reason why one population is subordinated and/or why another has authority. Colás describes how empires use the notion of civilization and the process of racialization to justify authority.\textsuperscript{88} Civilization and racialization make sense of a person’s place in the imperial order. Imperial authority classifies and makes detailed and distinct delineations between racial groups. These lead to contradictory norms, such as when legal orders claim universal liberal rights or popular sovereignty while preserving race-based exclusions. Over history, empires foster contradictory cultural understandings, with both exclusion and hybridity reinforcing Empire’s ideology. Along these lines, a key feature of empires is collective identities and communal understandings about the larger

\textsuperscript{85} An Empire as markets argument, not advanced in this Article, is that detentions provide a function for GTMO and that, without detentions, the base may be closed. Under the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) program, military bases must serve a function in order to avoid closure. Because European and Cold War threats to the region no longer exist, the base needs a new function to avoid closure. See Michael J. Strauss, The Leasing of Guantanamo Bay 124–25 (2009) (describing how, without detentions, the base provides limited military and strategic advantages); Military: Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC), GLOBALSECURITY.ORG, http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/facility/brac.htm (last visited Aug. 5, 2010) (describing the BRAC program).


\textsuperscript{87} This Article uses William Rosberry’s focus on culture and politics, economics, and history, examining cultural meanings and inequalities. Rosberry analyzes culture as developing from “social and political actors” having their actions formed “in part by preexisting understandings of the world, of other people, of the self,” and this is influenced by “social and political inequalities” and “historical formation.” William Roseberry, Anthropologies and Histories: Essays in Culture, History, and Political Economy 13–14 (3d paperback prtg. 1994). Accordingly, history and political economics affect “actors’ differential understandings of the world, other people, and themselves.” Id.

\textsuperscript{88} See id. at 26.
world. As described below, Empire as culture for GTMO refers to two elements. The base is the product of racially influenced legal reasoning (i.e., American superiority requiring a base in the Cuban protectorate). Then, at this location—produced by cultural exclusion—War on Terror detention discriminates by detainee nationality. Early examinations of detainee databases suggest this.89

These theoretical insights on space, markets, and culture complement interdisciplinary definitions of Empire. Postcolonial scholar Edward Said defined imperialism as “the practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a dominating metropolitan center ruling a distant territory.”90 Historian, Michael Doyle described Empire as “a relationship, formal or informal, in which one state controls the effective political sovereignty of another political society. It can be achieved by force, by political collaboration, by economic, social, or cultural dependence. Imperialism is simply the process or policy of establishing or maintaining an empire.”91 Colás’s approach, like Amy Kaplan’s in The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture,92 attempts to examine the interrelations and exchange of ideas, political authority, resources, and culture between Empire’s center and expansion. The benefits of such approaches are twofold. Territorial, economic, and cultural analyses are included, thereby not limiting explanations to just one cause. Next, Empire is examined as a process not solely domestic or foreign but instead significantly created by reactions to what is perceived overseas. Accordingly, Empire’s metropole, the United States, is not divorced from studying events and actors abroad and vice versa.

Colás’s description of Empire as space, market, and culture structures this Article’s inquiry into how GTMO’s legal anomaly is an imperial objective in U.S. foreign relations. Starting in 1898, and without any projected end, the United States has occupied this territory surrounding a deep-water bay patrolling a major entry into the Caribbean. With changing military and political objectives, base occupation has bolstered American expansionary goals in territorial, economic, and ideological terms.

89. See discussion infra Part II.C.2.
90. Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism 9 (1st Vintage Books paperback ed. 1994). Said distinguishes imperialism from colonialism, the latter of which is a consequence of Empire implanting settlements in distant territory. Id. at 9.
92. Kaplan explains how scholarly definitions of Empire rely on state power territorializing authority from political annexation and its inherent ambiguity or ambivalence. Kaplan, supra note 73, at 13–16.
Taking legal analysis beyond doctrinal normativity and the context of base creation, these identifications explain why extraterritorial authority benefits from legal anomaly. This Article broadens a study of Empire and avoids examinations that may be solely material or cultural.93 Stated simply, culture, economics, and political organization over territory are all influential for Empire. Importantly, Colás focuses on three features to highlight how material (i.e., markets and state involvement in), political (i.e., geographic organization of authority), and cultural (i.e., collective understanding of the larger world) factors all contribute to Empire. This identifies how material and cultural factors inspire and sustain Empire.94

B. U.S. Empire in the Western Hemisphere and the War on Terror

For the nineteenth and twentieth century, U.S. foreign relations with the Western Hemisphere have been described as the story of Empire-building: first, in the name of Manifest Destiny, the United States exercised continental expansion over Mexican and Native American territory; in the years following 1898, the United States extended its reach beyond the continent with the colonies of Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, and the Philippines; finally, during the twentieth century, the United States employed “soft power,” using military interventions and economic dependence.95 While a plethora of disciplinary

93. See generally Susan Marks, Empire’s Law, 10 Ind. J. Global Legal Stud. 449 (2003) (emphasizing the cultural, economic, and political aspects of Empire).

94. Material and cultural explanations of Empire and the War on Terror are also explored in Alejandro Colás & Richard Saull, Introduction, in THE WAR ON TERRORISM AND American ‘Empire’ after the Cold War, supra note 59, at 1.

approaches present sophisticated analytical tools, the simple claim that this foreign relations history represents Empire remains easily discounted in American political, public, and scholarly discourses.96 Historical views of the American Revolutionary War combating old world empires, two centuries of constitutionalism, military involvement overseas in wars of liberation and decolonization (at times), Cold War framing of the Soviet Union as “the empire,” and faith in the neutrality of free trade economics, capitalism, multilateralism, and treaties explain this doubt. Despite this, American foreign relations history has spawned legal doctrine, institutions, territorial control, military power, economic capacities, and ideologies of democratization consistently supporting overseas involvement for American self-interest.97 GTMO’s role in the War of 1898, gunboat and dollar diplomacies (1900s-1930s), Cold War, 1990s refugee crisis, and War on Terror affirm this.

Interdisciplinary scholarship on U.S. foreign relations provides rich and varied analytical frameworks, inspiring questions about how law and empire-building are mutually reinforcing. Historian William Appleman Williams’s *Tragedy of American Diplomacy* explains how economic objectives, accompanied by military means to enforce them and the willingness to impose American ideals abroad, masked as foreign policies’ “neutrality,” initiated with the “Open Door” policy of the 1890s.98 The idea that economic frontiers were not coextensive with territorial frontiers encapsulated Williams’s perspective on American Empire’s expansion during the fall of formal European colonialism and consequent decolonization, two world wars, and the Cold War.99


97. See generally NATSU TAYLOR SAITO, *MEETING THE ENEMY: AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM AND INTERNATIONAL LAW* (2010) (examining how American interpretations of international and constitutional law, since independence to the present War on Terror, seek to exclude American power from rights protections and limits and capitalize on fear mongering and cultural exclusions).


Cultural analysis has deepened Empire studies by presenting the influence of ideology, negotiation, resistance, gender, race, and by explaining how these concepts are not solely binary in nature (i.e., insider/outsider, domestic/foreign, or elite/popular). The cultural turn and interdisciplinary suggestions from Gilbert Joseph, Laura Stoler, Emily Rosenberg, Amy Kaplan, Donald Pease, and others become particularly illuminating, since social sciences, area studies, and international law disciplines were byproducts of prior imperial efforts. Analytical tools of these disciplines may either ignore Empire’s negative effects or, instead, justify them.

Empire heavily characterizes U.S. relations with Latin America. This is extremely relevant to GTMO, since the base was the result of American foreign policies applied throughout the region. Historian Louis A. Pérez, Jr. provides myriad descriptions of U.S.-Cuba relations as imperial, examining policy developments for the pre- and post-1898 period, Americans’ cultural assumptions about Cuba and their influence on foreign policy, and the same for Cubans and the Cuba-U.S.

100. Gilbert Joseph suggests thinking of foreign relations not solely as dichotomies that are either “local” or “foreign” but instead blurring boundaries in U.S.-Latin American “contact zones.” Gilbert M. Joseph, Close Encounters: Toward a New Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations, in CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF EMPIRE: WRITING THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF U.S.-LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS 3, 15–16 (Gilbert M. Joseph et. al. eds., 1998). Influenced by microhistory, race analysis, and gender and cultural studies approaches, this is achieved by restoring the agency of actors in “history from the bottom up.” Id. at 15.

Before the Cold War, U.S. foreign relations with Latin America included legal mechanisms such as military interventions, occupation, protectorates, fomenting secession, and forced treaties under the international law guise of the Monroe Doctrine and the Roosevelt Corollary. In the 1960s and 1970s, Latin American social scientists the *dependencistas* (dependency school) argued that center or metropolitan powers, such as the United States, exploited the resources, labor, and political regimes of the periphery, like in Latin America. The mechanisms mentioned helped this exploitation. Lars Schoultz presents how from the early nineteenth century to the post-Cold War, U.S. foreign policies assume Latin Americans are beneath the United States. While these assumptions have existed since American independence, they are articulated in evolving terms. Historically in U.S.-Latin American relations, assumptions of superiority-inferiority are expressed in terms of Catholicism, Anglo-Saxonism, racial make-up, democratic governance, and economic instability. In this history, U.S. foreign policies have consistently protected self-interest in terms of American security, domestic politics, and economic gain.


103. See Freeman Smith, supra note 55, at 83–119.

104. See generally Fernando Henrique Cardoso & Enzo Faletto, *Dependency and Development in Latin America* (Marjory Mattingly Urquidi trans., 1979) (presenting the dependency theory, comprised of historic, economic, political, and foreign relations analysis, to explain why Latin America is underdeveloped). While the “center” and “periphery” categories were introduced by Raul Prebisch, who was not a *dependencista*, such theorists include Fernando Henrique Cardoso, André Gunder Frank, and Theotonio dos Santos. For summaries of the dependency theory in terms of U.S. foreign relations, world systems, and imperial theory, respectively, see Joseph, supra note 100, at 3–46; Steve J. Stern, *Feudalism, Capitalism, and the World-System in the Perspective of Latin America and the Caribbean*, 93 Am. Hist. Rev. 829, 834–37 (1988); Patrick Wolfe, *History and Imperialism: A Century of Theory, from Marx to Postcolonialism*, 102 Am. Hist. Rev. 388, 393–97 (1997).


106. See id. at xv, 5.

107. See id. at xv.
The United States retains an imperial influence over its neighbors.108 Greg Grandin identifies the powerful relation between the War on Terror in the Middle East and Central Asia and U.S.-Latin American policy from the late nineteenth century to the present.109 Latin America is the United States' testing ground for later policies. Grandin charts American support of free trade, military interventionism, corporate interests, death squads, and missionary idealism. Substantial commonality exists in what was done first in the twentieth century in the Caribbean and Central America and throughout the hemisphere during the Cold War and post-Cold War with the Washington Consensus. They serve as blueprints for what was done later in Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. I have argued that U.S. occupation of GTMO and historic foreign policies in the region have much in common with current War on Terror jurisprudence.110

More globally, scholars argue that the American role in the War on Terror reflects an Empire. Public discourse raises this claim when referring to combat in Iraq and Afghanistan, superpower status, economic size, overseas influence, and American exceptionalism regarding multilateral obligations, international law, and human rights.111 Historian and former U.S. Army Colonel Andrew J. Bacevich makes this argument after examining foreign, military, and economic policies and their domestic cultural influence.112 He argues that Empire is based on American objectives of “openness” seeking to remove barriers for the “movement of goods, capital, people, and ideas” and “fostering an integrated international order conducive to American interests, governed by American norms, regulated by American

108. For a comparative analysis of Empire in U.S.-Latin American relations, see Empire and Dissent: the United States and Latin America, supra note 95. Of particular appeal is the “Reader’s Guide” and “Timeline of Key Events,” which starts with the 1823 proclamation by President James Monroe, spans the hemisphere, and last lists the 2007 developments in Venezuelan constitutional reforms. Id. at ix–xvii.


power, and, above all, satisfying the expectations of the American people for ever greater abundance.”113 Consistently since World War I, these objectives are presented as security for capitalism and democracy but more realistically represent the American need to influence and dominate. Military policies support these objectives by seeking international order and promoting U.S. interests with technical and logistic superiority stretched across the globe. Domestically, Americans are seduced by militarism and interventions overseas, remaking the world safe for free trade and democratic values.114 Military leadership, neoconservatives, popular culture, evangelical Protestants, and policy analysts foster this militarism with utopian justifications, downplaying strategic motives.115 Cultural notions of the good life and freedom—easy credit, abundant oil, and cheap goods—create a need for U.S. empire building in foreign, military, and economic terms.116

Following these theoretical suggestions on Empire as space, markets, and culture and the history of Empire in American foreign relations, this Article describes the base at Guantánamo as a manifestation of Empire. Empire’s main elements—spatial expansion, market protection, and cultural superiority—intimately relate to Guantánamo’s creation and current detentions. Imperial motives created the need for a detention program. Similarly, imperial approaches in the law’s extraterritorial application supplement the base’s legal anomaly. This anomaly is not an aberration but a traditional and persistent objective of American foreign relations. The base’s history plus eight years of detention elucidate these points. With suggestions from social theory and history, the law is examined as an instrument to justify overseas authority. Law as applied to GTMO suggests that anomaly sustains extraterritorial expansion. This expansion relies on spatial, economic, and cultural assumptions. Part II relates this general claim to more specific historic and current examples of GTMO’s role in Empire’s space, markets, and culture.

113. Id. at 88.
116. See generally id.
II. GTMO’s Anomaly: In the Service of Space, Markets, and Culture

This Article expands upon Guantánamo’s legal anomaly, often referred to as a legal black hole. News accounts, policymakers, legal disputes, and legal scholarship on GTMO comment on how detainees have individual rights protections and/or how the executive’s detention authority benefits from deference that is unchecked by any rights protections. The base’s legal anomaly produces these issues. This anomaly is historic, intentionally crafted, and sustained by U.S. foreign relations. Incidents of Empire produced the United States’ first base overseas—located within the sovereign territory of Cuba as a U.S. protectorate. Amidst a new informal Empire in the Caribbean, Central America, and the Pacific Ocean, imperial motives regarding the spatial expansion of American authority, market protection overseas, and cultural superiority resulted in the establishment of this base after the War of 1898. This part elaborates on similar imperial motives and approaches to Guantánamo’s current detentions.

A. Expanding Space and Flexible Borders in Boumediene and Beyond

Extraterritorial jurisprudence on base detention effectively affirms that political authority may expand overseas with limited checks.
Profiting from expanding authority, Guantánamo reflects Empire as space. With the legal doctrine on extraterritorial jurisdiction that developed historically in the Insular Cases and recently with Boumediene, military authority and political deference on the base benefit from functional approaches to determining how to limit political authority at GTMO. As such, checks on base authority exist only if they are practically applicable or easily implemented. Like Empire

122. For more sophisticated examinations of the mutual influences between law and space, see Hari M. Osofsky, A Law and Geography Perspective on the New Haven School, 32 Yale J. Int’l. Law 421 (2007), which argues that international law should incorporate geographic analysis on the scale of decision-making and relevance of space, place, and time; Keith Aoki, Space Invaders: Critical Geography, the “Third World” in International Law and Critical Race Theory, 45 Va. L. Rev. 913 (2000) (presenting how geography and critical race theory illustrate that space and place are not neutrally determined before the law); Tayyab Mahmud, Geography and International Law: Towards a Postcolonial Mapping, 5 Santa Clara J. Int’l L. 525 (2007) (presenting how Empire’s history is critical to development of international law and geography as disciplines); Tayyab Mahmud, Colonial Cartographies and Postcolonial Borders: The Unending War In and Around Afghanistan, 20 Brook. J. Int’l L. (forthcoming 2010) (presenting the current Afghanistan conflict and the Durand line between Pakistan and Afghanistan, a contested border devised by imperial rivalries in the nineteenth century, as benefiting from exclusionary constructs in international law, geography, and geopolitics); Richard T. Ford, Law’s Territory (A History of Jurisdiction), in THE LEGAL GEOGRAPHIES READER: LAW, POWER, AND SPACE 200–18 (Nicholas Blomley et. al., eds., 2001) (describing how the concept of jurisdiction, by creating territorial identities and territorializing social relations, serves institutional purposes such as promoting or legitimizing social injustice, illegitimate hierarchy, and economic inequality).

123. In Boumediene, the Court explained that extending constitutional habeas corpus to the base depended on whether administering proceedings were “impracticable or anomalous.” Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2262 (2008) (quoting Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 74 (1957) (Harlan, J., concurring)). To make this determination six factors were relevant: (1) the detainee’s status as an “enemy alien”; (2) whether the detainee has been in or resided in the United States; (3) whether the detainee was captured outside U.S. territory and held in military custody as a prisoner of war; (4) whether the detainee was tried and convicted by a Military Commission outside U.S. territory; (5) whether the detainee committed offenses outside the United States against the laws of war; and (6) whether the detainee is at all times imprisoned outside the United States. Id. at 2259. The Court found three factors relevant to detainees at Guantánamo: (1) detainee’s citizenship and status, coupled with the “adequacy of the process” regarding status determination; (2) nature of the apprehension and detention sites; and (3) “practical obstacles inherent” in the detainee benefiting from the writ. Id. This has been labeled as a functional test. Maqaleh v. Gates, 604 F. Supp. 2d 205, 209 (D.D.C. 2009); Gerald L. Neuman, The Extraterritorial Constitution after Boumediene v. Bush, 82 S. Cal. L. Rev. 259, 259–60 (2009) [hereinafter Neuman, The Extraterritorial Constitution] (arguing Boumediene confirms the “functional approach” to extraterritorial application of constitutional rights); Baher Azmy, Executive Detention, Boumediene, and the New Common Law of Habeas, 95 Iowa L. Rev. 445 (2010) (describing Boumediene as presenting a new separations of power theory to increase judicial review and providing force to a new common law of habeas corpus); Judith Resnik, Detention, the War on Terror, and the Federal Courts, 110 Columbia L. Rev. 579, 579 (2010) (arguing the Court’s use of habeas corpus in the War on Terror cases represents “timeless” questions about the role of courts in constitutional ordering).
as space, as described by Colás, this permits a metropole power to rule abroad without precise limits or definite borders. For GTMO, extraterritorial jurisprudence permits American authority to expand beyond domestic borders. Kal Raustiala describes debates about detentions in Guantánamo as questioning a “legal spatiality,” which is the supposition that law and legal remedies are tied to territorial location. Since 2004, Supreme Court decisions reflect this condition of legal anomaly on the base. Anomaly was initially articulated in the 1903 lease agreement with Cuba affirming American control and jurisdiction without sovereignty, confirming Empire as space. Though called a legal black hole, GTMO is more precisely a black hole when constitutional rights on the base are “impracticable and anomalous.” As such, GTMO benefits from implicit Empire as space in American jurisprudence on extraterritorial detention.

This subsection argues two points. First, anomaly provides Empire a way to avoid limits for overseas authority, effectively approving expanding territorial control. Second, legal developments since Boumediene, which affirmed that constitutional habeas corpus rights apply on the base, suggest anomaly still clouds extraterritorial ap-

124. Stephen I. Vladeck describes the opinion of the Court in Boumediene as relying on a separation of powers analysis, but the question before the Court regarded the geographic scope of the Suspension Clause. Stephen I. Vladeck, Boumediene’s Quiet Theory: Access to Courts and the Separation of Powers, 84 Notre Dame L. Rev. 2107, 2110 (2009).


126. See, e.g., Rasul v. Bush, 542 U.S. 466, 480–84 (2004) (finding the federal habeas corpus statute applies to the base because it is, for practical purposes, within U.S. jurisdiction); see also id. at 487 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (arguing the base is “in every practical respect a United States territory”); Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 572–84 (2006) (finding base specific jurisdiction-stripping provisions from the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 as inapplicable). But see Rasul, 542 U.S. at 500–01 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (stating Cuba’s sovereignty is a bar to extraterritorial application of habeas rights on the base).

127. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2255–56 (citing Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 74–75 (1957) (Harlan, J., concurring)).

128. Importantly, the United States does not have a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) regarding Guantánamo, as it does with most overseas bases. Instead, U.S. base occupation is a legal legacy from the Platt Amendment and the War of 1898. In theory, many of the jurisdictional disputes regarding detention may have been resolved by referring to host state and U.S. agreements in a SOFA. As such, other overseas bases may present jurisdiction issues less anomalous than GTMO. See Neuman, Guantánamo Loophole, supra note 4, at 39; Raustiala, The Geography of Justice, supra note 24, at 2511–12 (describing the base at Guantánamo and the bases in Iraq as the only U.S. bases in foreign territories without SOFAs).

129. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2262, 2274.
proaches to detention. This first argument is made in subsection (1) showing how Boumediene’s functional test—determining when habeas corpus rights apply overseas—provides a flexible way to extend American authority overseas. Subsections (2), (3), and (4) describe the second argument. Subsection (2) presents how litigation in Kiyemba v. Obama—remanded by the Supreme Court to the court of appeals—addresses legal anomaly regarding court powers to release GTMO detainees. Subsection (3) describes how anomaly pervades district court habeas proceedings since Boumediene, especially regarding essential legal matters such as the scope of detention authority and what evidence is permissible. As suggested in Maqaleh v. Gates, subsection (4) describes how flexible approaches to constitutional checks on extraterritorial authority also apply to detentions in Afghanistan.

The base, plus legal interpretations of extraterritorial authority, provides flexibility vital for military control of an overseas location. Guantánamo becomes a space outside the domestic continent but within American control. Historically, expansion and flexible control were needed for this overseas base to protect regional influence, territorial acquisitions, and regional investments. Since 2002, this flexible control supports detention, distanced from checks known to apply domestically and in third states. Base anomaly is expressed in American law on extraterritoriality. Kal Raustiala explains how extraterritoriality, through colonialism or state consent and with military or regulatory objectives, seeks to manage legal differences between sovereignties. Amy Kaplan describes how American Empire and its overseas expansion relied on “ambiguous spaces that were not quite foreign nor domestic,” and deterritorialization—permitting “military, economic, and cultural power divorced from political annexation.”

Judicial interpretations of the Constitution and international law in the Insular Cases and the War on Terror cases point to this flexibility in extraterritorial authority. These cases affirm flexible control

132. RAUSTIALA, supra note 125, at 6–7.
133. KAPLAN, supra note 73, at 15.
134. Before Boumediene, Gerald L. Neuman described four stages for how American law determined if the Constitution applied to territories within its sovereignty: (1) from 1789
overseas in two ways. First, they endorse overseas authority. The locations in question are not part of any state within the United States. This severs popular sovereignty and constitutional authority from territorial control and supports political authority with limited rights protection. Second, these cases clarify that when governing overseas, the political branches are less encumbered. As such, the Executive—the military in GTMO cases and customs collection in the Insular Cases—may operate free from many domestic constitutional checks. The Insular Cases concern the spoils of the War of 1898—extraterritorial governance of Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. The United States occupied Cuba from 1898 to 1902. Then, the Platt Amendment checked Cuban sovereignty and facilitated American interference in Cuban sovereign powers. The Platt Amendment required Cuba sell or lease lands to the United States for a base, which resulted in GTMO. Avoiding constitutional checks and tempering foreign sovereignty, the Platt Amendment like the Insular Cases justified and supported Empire as space by providing flexible and adaptable legal reasoning to geographically expand authority.

1. Boumediene’s Functional Test Flexibly Extends Empire’s Space

A century later in Boumediene, the Court similarly characterizes constitutional authority over GTMO as flexible, requiring base detention be subject to habeas proceedings, as long as they are not “imprac-
ticable and anomalous.” The Court fashioned a functional test to determine which constitutional provisions apply to this overseas location under American control. It affirmed many doctrinal points regarding habeas developing since the 2001 decision, INS v. St. Cyr. In Boumediene, the provision was the writ of habeas corpus part of the Suspension Clause, used to contest illegal detention. The functional test examines three things: (1) the detainee’s citizenship, the detainee’s status, and the adequacy of the process through which that status determination was made; (2) the nature of the apprehension and detention sites; and (3) the practical obstacles inherent in resolving the detainee’s entitlement to the writ. Citing Insular Cases precedent and following their reasoning, the Court held that the Constitution applies overseas but that not all of its provisions extend. The Court says this despite the fact that the United States lacks de jure sovereignty over base territory. The Court explains that for all practical purposes the United States has de facto sovereignty and that no other sovereign controls the base. It reasons that neither Congress nor the Executive has the power to turn off the Constitution.

While the decision was a fourth Supreme Court victory for detainees and limited detention options, it continues anomalous trends in determining Guantánamo’s legal status. Moreover, it does the same for American law on extraterritorial authority. The Court affirms that detainees have full access to the writ but that it “does not address the content of the law that governs” detention. In other words, the Court remains quiet about what kind of, if any, due process, interna-

140. Id. at 2259. Gerald L. Neuman presents the Boumediene holding as rejecting “formalistic reliance” on factors such as nationality and location and presenting functionalism as the “standard methodology.” Neuman, The Extraterritorial Constitution, supra note 123, at 261.
141. INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289 (2001) (holding that, at a minimum, the Suspension Clause protects the writ of habeas corpus and includes, at a minimum, habeas corpus practices in 1789). Gerald L. Neuman explains these developments, which generally relate to the Suspension Clause implicating a mixture of rights protections and separation of powers, the Clause’s effect extraterritorially, the courts’ power to order release, and a balancing test. Neuman, The Habeas Corpus Suspension Clause After Boumediene v. Bush, supra note 50, at 540–56.
142. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2262.
143. Id. at 2259.
144. Id. at 2254–56.
145. Id. at 2251–53.
146. Id. at 2258–59.
147. Id. at 2277.
tional humanitarian law, or human rights law applies on the base. Likewise, legislative inaction from the President and Congress supplement the base’s legal anomaly. These developments suggest this anomaly will impact future detainee releases and relocations, the end of the detention program, and litigation in courts and military commissions.¹⁴⁸ Nine months after President Obama ordered Guantánamo detentions to end, ninety percent of the 240 detainees remained at the base.¹⁴⁹ Detainees may contest their detention, but the Court leaves unclear what substantive constitutional rights or international legal rights apply to this determination. This adds to the legal ambiguity of overseas detentions.

Authored by Justice Anthony Kennedy, Boumediene’s functional test prioritizes what is practical and possible.¹⁵⁰ The Court developed the test from precedents¹⁵¹ such as the Insular Cases,¹⁵² Reid v. Covert,¹⁵³ Johnson v. Eisentrager¹⁵⁴ (reading more into its approach than its holding), and Justice Kennedy’s own concurrence in United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez.¹⁵⁵ The emphasis is that it would not be practical to enforce all constitutional provisions abroad. The flexible and functional approach of examining “whether a constitutional provision has extraterritorial effect depends upon the ‘particular circumstances, the practical necessities, and the possible alternatives which Congress had before it’ and, in particular, whether judicial enforcement of the provision would be ‘impracticable and anomalous.’”¹⁵⁶

This functional test becomes difficult to later apply. This approach does not fully explain the purpose for extending the writ overseas or not. In Boumediene, the justification is the prolonged detention, for which detainees are entitled to the writ, but when the test is used

¹⁴⁸. See Wittes et al., supra note 9, at 5 (describing how Congress and the President did not seek legislation on detention authority, leaving courts with the role as lawmakers); Guée, supra note 28, at 4–5 (describing congressional resistance to funding the end of detentions and to allowing detainees entrance into the United States, Executive inefficiency in reviewing detention methods and the status of detainees, and how all of this stalls progress in detainee litigation).

¹⁴⁹. Guée, supra note 28, at 5.

¹⁵⁰. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2259, 2261–62 (discussing costs, friction with the host state, shared military and judicial authority, and court orders implemented on the base).

¹⁵¹. Id. at 2255–57.


¹⁵⁶. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2255 (quoting Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 74–75 (1957) (Harlan, J. concurring)).
in later cases, litigants and courts have less guidance. Similarly, the myriad ways to classify overseas locations suggests extraterritorial constitutional rights will be unclear or ambiguous. The test also risks making practical concerns of enforcement more important than actually recognizing that constitutional rights exist overseas. Given the fragmented, arguably temporary nature, or non-sovereign status of American governance abroad, practical concerns may effectively deny many extraterritorial rights protections.

2. *Kiyemba* Cases Illustrate Legal Anomaly in Judicial Power to Release Detainees

The most dramatic example of how legal anomaly at Guantánamo develops and expands concerns the five remaining Uighurs at the base. In two cases, both titled *Kiyemba v. Obama*, the detainees and the Government dispute the role of the courts, if any, in ordering the detainees’ release. In *Kiyemba I* and *Kiyemba II*, the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court examine whether the judiciary may order the release of the detainees into the United States or bar their relocation to a state that will likely torture them, respectively. *Kiyemba I* and *II* raise important separation of powers questions. The detainees in these cases, whom the government has not classified as enemy combatants since 2008, fear that if relocated to China, they will be tortured and/or persecuted for being a part of a religious minority regarded as terrorists by the Chinese government. They have never taken up arms against the United States or its allies, nor do they plan to. The American military captured them in Afghanistan, near an Al Qaeda training center. It has proven extremely difficult to find third-party states to agree to their resettlement and to find resettlement locations acceptable to the detainees. Uighurs, formerly detained at

157. See Neuman, *The Extraterritorial Constitution*, *supra* note 123, at 271–72 (arguing a baseline value or priority should guide the test from the outset).

158. See id. at 273–74, 286–90.


160. See infra notes 177–79.


GTMO and now relocated in Palau or Bermuda, describe their current status as in limbo, since they are out of GTMO but remain without passports, refugee status, and the right to travel internationally. Because the five Uighurs remaining at GTMO do not fall within the Executive’s detention authority for enemy combatants and a district court ordered their release into the United States in October 2009, courts must decide if there is a remedy for their release.

For both disputes the legal arguments fall into two basic camps. The detainees argue that constitutional habeas corpus rights, extended to Guantánamo in Boumediene, require judicial review of the Executive’s authority to relocate them. Since they have not been relocated and habeas release has not been fulfilled, courts may review their case and order their release. If this review does not happen, then the Boumediene holding and habeas corpus rights are rendered powerless. The government avers that relocation authority stems from foreign relations powers and that the decision to permit entry into the United States belongs to the political branches. Accordingly, courts must defer to plenary authority in foreign relations and immigration, as opposed to checking the Executive’s authority here.

On March 1, 2010, the Supreme Court issued an order to vacate the judgment and remand Kiyemba I to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. The Court found that because all of the detainees had received at least one offer of resettlement, the circuit court should determine if further proceedings were needed in light of these resettlement offers. On May 28, the circuit court decided not to remand the case back to the district court for a new evi-


164. See generally Roberts, supra note 7.

165. See, e.g., Petition for Rehearing En Banc at 1–2, Kiyemba v. Obama, 605 F.3d 1046 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (Nos. 08-5424, 08-5425, 08-5426, 08-5427, 08-5428, 08-5429).

166. Id.

167. Id. at 4 (arguing that, in the habeas remedies for the Uighurs, the court has lost the power to fashion “the quintessential habeas remedy” (quoting Munaf v. Geren, 128 S. Ct. 2207, 2223 (2008))).

168. See, e.g., Appellants’ Response to Petition for Rehearing En Banc at 9–11, Kiyemba v. Obama, 605 F.3d 1046 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (Nos. 08-5424, 08-5425, 08-5426, 08-5427, 08-5428, 08-5429) (arguing that the panel was correct in deferring to the political branches, the political branches have the power to admit or exclude aliens, and the detainee’s theory “would undermine fundamental interests” of the political branch’s “exclusive control”).

dentary hearing.\textsuperscript{170} It reinstated its initial 2009 decision with additional facts concerning resettlement offers.\textsuperscript{171} The 2009 decision found that the judiciary had no authority to order alien detainees released into the United States and that this immigration authority belonged to the political branches.\textsuperscript{172} The Supreme Court initially granted certiorari in October 2009.\textsuperscript{173}

Although not classified as enemy combatants, the Uighur detainees remain on the base with both an initial habeas order to be released and a circuit court decision holding that resettlement authority cannot be reviewed by the judiciary. While future doctrinal and/or political determinations promise to clarify these matters, the ambiguity of what roles courts have in this extraterritorial matter reflects Empire as space. As Colás describes, empires use ornate and sophisticated processes to figure out who is inside or outside political protections.\textsuperscript{174} \textit{Kiyemba I} presents this complexity by questioning both whether the judiciary may order the release of detainees, in light of the diplomatic inability to relocate detainees, and whether the Executive may challenge such judicial review.\textsuperscript{175} By constructively affirming the Executive’s overseas detention authority, with or without judicial review, this doctrine permits American authority to expand with no finite border.

In \textit{Kiyemba II}, the circuit court overturned a district court order that would have required the Government to provide thirty days’ notice before transferring detainees.\textsuperscript{176} The detainees argued their relocation would likely result in their torture or further detention abroad.\textsuperscript{177} The Supreme Court initially granted writ of certiorari for this case just a few weeks after granting certiorari for \textit{Kiyemba I} in October 2009, but it then denied certiorari with no further elaboration.\textsuperscript{178}

The general legal issue raised in this case—whether a court may stop the Executive from relocating a detainee due to fear of torture, further detention upon relocation, or human rights abuse—has devel-
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oped beyond the Uighur detainees. For example, in a recent case, Ahmed Belbacha, an Algerian detainee held at Guantánamo, argued that the Algerian government would torture him if he returned to Algeria.\textsuperscript{179} The Convention Against Torture bars the United States from removing or relocating individuals to states where they will be tortured.\textsuperscript{180} Similarly, percolating between the anomalies of judicial oversight of detainee release and executive power to transfer detainees is \textit{Mohammed v. Obama}.\textsuperscript{181} In \textit{Mohammed}, a district court made multiple attempts to prevent the transfer of a detainee to Algeria.\textsuperscript{182} The court feared the Algerian government would torture the detainee. Meanwhile, the court of appeals has issued orders to the district court to resolve all motions consistent with decisions that defer to the Executive on issues of detainee relocation, torture, and abuse. The court has sealed the greater part of these proceedings and briefings. Those monitoring the case believe that a court of appeals panel will eventually hold oral arguments in \textit{Mohammed}, after the Government filed an appeal.

\textit{Kiyemba I} presents the question of whether American extraterritorial authority may be checked by court-ordered release into the United States. \textit{Kiyemba II} asks whether the judiciary may stop a relocation when it fears that relocation places the detainee at risk of torture. These matters present complex separation of powers and judicial review questions. This Article argues that both legal issues are part of larger questions concerning how American law facilitates Empire as space, whether by checking executive authority with judicial review and constitutional rights or by deferring to political powers. These determinations effectively permit Empire to expand or to pose a spatial barrier.


\textsuperscript{182} See generally Denniston, \textit{supra} note 181.
The five detainees’ fates and this specific constitutional aspect of extraterritorial authority remains in flux between the Executive’s diplomatic negotiations, litigation revolving between the circuit court and Supreme Court, congressional efforts to bar entry of detainees into the United States, and the choices of non-combatant detainees. As of July 2010, this Article merely attempts to present how this doctrinal obfuscation fits within the larger legal anomaly implicit in American extraterritorial authority. Whatever political or judicial developments transpire in the upcoming months or years, legal anomaly concerning checks for overseas authority stems from Empire as space. While evident on the base since its creation, this anomaly is most recently apparent with long-term detentions. Presently, the five Uighur detainees face jurisdictional issues similar to that faced by detainees classified as enemy combatants since 2002 and by Haitian asylum seekers a decade earlier.

3. District Courts Find Increasing Anomaly when Reviewing Detention’s Legality

Anomaly has influenced habeas proceedings before the District Court for the District of Columbia, which was confirmed as a litigation course in Boumediene.183 The Center for Constitutional Rights reports that as of May 6, 2010, the district court has decided forty-eight habeas cases for base detainees, resulting in thirty-four granted and fourteen denied habeas petitions.184 Of the thirty-four detainees with granted habeas petitions, the government has released twenty-three, leaving eleven still detained.185 As of June 2, 2010, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has decided Al-Bihani v. Obama186 and Awad v. Obama.187 Courts have become the source of lawmaking on detention matters. After the Bush and Obama administrations did
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185. Id.

186. Al-Bihani v. Obama, 590 F.3d 866, 870–71, 881 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (denying habeas corpus relief, affiming detention authority for anyone who was “part of or supporting Taliban or al Qaeda forces, or associated forces that are engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners,” and finding the Executive’s detention authority not limited by international laws of war).

187. Awad v. Obama, 608 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (upholding the Government’s authority to detain someone who was part of Al Qaeda when captured and confirming that the Government must establish its case by a preponderance of the evidence).
not seek legislative authority on detentions, Congress refused to entertain the matter in any serious manner, and the Supreme Court in *Boumediene* left these substantive issues undecided.\(^{188}\) The Brookings Institution provides an elaborate examination of these habeas proceedings in *The Emerging Law of Detention: Guantánamo Habeas Cases as Lawmaking* ("The Emerging Law of Detention").\(^{189}\) Distributed exactly a year after an executive order requiring base detentions to end within a year,\(^{190}\) this report describes how habeas proceedings illustrate a host of unclear legal issues. It reports that the law of detention is “unsettled,”\(^{191}\) that judges “fundamentally” disagree on “the basic design elements” of detention law, and that there is a “lack of clarity” on the government’s detention power and “how far the courts’ jurisdiction extends.”\(^{192}\) For the nearly 200 remaining detainees, judges “do not agree on what the rules should be,” resulting in disagreement about “the most basic architectural features” of detention.\(^{193}\)

This lack of clarity is a direct and predictable outgrowth of legal anomaly on the base. The Brookings Institution report does not make the correlation with either Empire or with historic anomaly. While anomaly has existed since the base’s creation, its most obvious affirmation came with *Boumediene’s* flexible approach to extraterritorial jurisdiction. This approach functions as Empire as space because it permits political authority on the base to avoid rights protections that would exist domestically or possibly within other jurisdictions. Effectively, base occupation has been flexible and unchecked by norms in international, domestic, and municipal law. The Platt Amendment, base lease agreements, and American foreign relations affirmed this space early on. Jurisprudence on War on Terror detention merely feeds off these flexible and adaptable assumptions. Initially these assumptions concerned the reach of constitutional habeas corpus; however, jurisprudence has subsequently identified the actual law of detention and the process to determine its unlawfulness. District court judges have generally agreed that the Government has the burden to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that detainees satisfy the
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188. *Boumediene*, 128 S. Ct. at 2277 (stating the opinion “does not address the content of the law that governs petitioners’ detention”).


191. Witte *et al.*, * supra* note 9, at 1.
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grounds for detention. In Al-Bihani, the court of appeals rejected higher burdens for the Government. On June 2, 2010 in Awad v. Obama, the court confirmed it found the preponderance of the evidence standard constitutional.

The Emerging Law of Detention lists five “elemental matters” where judges often disagree. The first elemental disagreement concerns the “substantive scope” of detention authority. The scope of authority relates to who the Government may detain in a war against Al Qaeda and the Taliban. Disagreements occur as to whether detainees must actually be members of a terrorist group or simply support a group. Judges also disagree as to how dangerous the alleged member or supporter must be. Much of this stems from how the Bush and Obama administrations differed in presenting this detention authority and the limited guidance from the Supreme Court. The Bush administration argued that Article II of the Constitution and the Authorization for the Use of Military Force (“AUMF”) provided this power. In Hamdi, a plurality of the Court affirmed that the AUMF provided the basis to detain enemy fighters, which included persons bearing arms for the Taliban in Afghanistan. This power was an important “incident of waging war.” This opinion did not explain what level of affiliation or membership was included within the Executive’s detention authority. In fact, when the Court decided Hamdi, critics observed that the decision left many detention matters unanswered; courts continue to grapple with these matters today.

194. See In re Guantanamo Bay Detainee Litig., No. 08-0442, 2008 WL 4858241 (D.D.C. Nov. 6, 2008); see also Wittes et. al., supra note 9, at 15 (describing how other proceedings have followed this determination).


196. Awad v. Obama, 608 F.3d 1, 10 (D.C. Cir. 2010). The court also stated it was not holding that the preponderance of the evidence standard is “the constitutionally-required minimum evidentiary standard.” Id. at 11, n.2.

197. Wittes et. al., supra note 9, at 2.

198. Id. at 2.

199. Id. at 16–22.


201. Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 516–18 (2004). Hamdi affirmed the Executive may detain persons who were “part of or supporting forces hostile to the United States or coalition partners” in Afghanistan and who “engaged in an armed conflict [there] against the United States.” Id. at 516.

202. Id. at 519.

The Obama administration rested its detention-authority interpretation on the AUMF and laws of war, dropped the Article II justification, stopped use of the enemy combatant classification, and included members and substantial supporters of Al Qaeda, the Taliban, and associated forces within the scope of its detention authority.\textsuperscript{204} \textit{The Emerging Law of Detention} describes two judicial trends regarding the substantive scope of detention authority: (1) judicial disagreement over what constitutes “membership” in a terrorist organization as opposed to an independent, supportive role; (2) judicial disagreement over whether the laws of war inform this analysis.\textsuperscript{205} The court of appeals’ majority in \textit{Al Bihani} appears to discount any laws of war or customary international law.\textsuperscript{206} In litigation since this January 2010 decision, the Obama administration has averred that the laws of war inform the AUMF\textsuperscript{207} and that this position is consistent with \textit{Hamdi} and other Supreme Court precedents.\textsuperscript{208}

The second elemental disagreement, presented by \textit{The Emerging Law of Detention}, concerns how judicial determinations vary with respect to whether a detainee can eliminate his relationship with these groups, rendering his detention illegal.\textsuperscript{209} The question arises: Is detainability permanent once established? The report presents two potential disagreements over this issue: (1) whether the Government bears a greater evidentiary burden as time progresses; and (2) whether a detainee may cease affiliation with the group thereby eliminating a detention justification. District courts have not directly addressed these matters. Judges have not challenged the initial decision to capture and detain detainees, but as time passes, the evidence needed to support continued detention will likely increase.\textsuperscript{210}

The third elemental discrepancy concerns the disagreement between judges as to whether war operations provide the government with evidentiary presumptions. This evidentiary concern derives from

\textsuperscript{204} Hamilily v. Obama, 616 F. Supp. 2d 63, 66 n.1, 67 (D.D.C. 2009) (reporting that the Government no longer justifies its detention authority by reference to Commander in Chief powers and that the Government has changed its definition of the term “enemy combatant”).
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\textsuperscript{206} Id. at 18.

\textsuperscript{207} Response to Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc at 1, Al-Bihani v. Obama, 590 F.3d 866 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (No. 09-5051).

\textsuperscript{208} Id. at 1–2, 6–9.

\textsuperscript{209} Wittes et. al., \textit{ supra} note 9, at 2, 23–31.

\textsuperscript{210} Id. at 23.
the danger and immediacy of operations and the inability to later authenticate or probe the accuracy of evidence. 211

The fourth elemental disagreement relates to the role of hearsay evidence resulting from the government’s inability to identify sources or from detainees providing information on one another. 212

The fifth elemental disagreement revolves around what to do with statements from detainees or witnesses derived from involuntary interrogation or abuse. 213 It is unclear whether the government or detainee must prove this, how long coercion “lasts” so that a judge may find a statement to have resulted from the coercion, and what level of coercion colors the evidence.

4. Maqaleh Suggests that Empire Expands to Afghanistan

Closer to the actual War on Terror, detentions in Afghanistan offer the latest suggestion that Empire as space may expand beyond Guantánamo. The United States detains 645 persons214 in a prison at Bagram Airfield, north of Kabul in Afghanistan. 215 Some detainees

211. Id. at 2, 32–34.
212. Id. at 2, 35–50.

214. A Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request made by the ACLU prompted the Department of Defense to issue a list of the 645 prisoners held at Bagram. The list includes prisoner names but leaves out or redacts information such as their citizenship, length of detention, where they were captured, and the circumstances of capture. Bagram FOIA, ACLU (June 9, 2010), http://www.aclu.org/national-security/bagram-foia [hereinafter Bagram FOIA]. For the actual list itself, see Redacted List of Detainees Held at Bagram Air Base, ACLU (Jan. 15, 2010), http://www.aclu.org/national-security/redacted-list-detainees-held-bagram-air-base.

have been there for six years without any charge or possibility of release.\footnote{216}{See Bagram FOIA, supra note 214.} With important information redacted and/or not provided, it has been increasingly difficult to provide Bagram detainees any legal representation.\footnote{217}{See Alissa J. Rubin & Sangar Rahimi, Bagram Detainees Named by U.S., N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 16, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/17/world/asia/17afghan.html.} A small number of them are under the age of sixteen.\footnote{218}{US Releases Names of Prisoners at Bagram, Afghanistan, BBC NEWS, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8462894.stm (last updated Jan. 16, 2010, 4:36 GMT).} Like with GTMO, the government is extremely secretive about the detention operations and the names of those detained at Bagram.\footnote{219}{See Bagram FOIA, supra note 214 (stating that “very little information is publicly available about the secrecy-shrouded facility or the prisoners held there”).} The government recently relocated the detainees to a new prison at Bagram, since the prior facility was not a permanent structure.\footnote{220}{See Rubin & Rahimi, supra note 217.} Similar to initial GTMO litigation, the government implemented a military review policy after detainees succeeded in district court habeas challenges.\footnote{221}{See Karen DeYoung & Peter Finn, U.S. Gives New Rights to Afghan Prisoners: Indefinite Detention Can Be Challenged, WASH. POST., Sept. 13, 2009, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/09/12/AR2009091202798.html?pid=topnews.} In April 2009, district court Judge John D. Bates ruled that three Bagram detainees could contest their detentions through habeas corpus proceedings in U.S. district courts.\footnote{222}{Maqaleh v. Gates, 604 F. Supp. 2d 205, 255 (D.D.C. 2009).} The court found that detainees captured elsewhere but taken to Bagram, in Afghanistan, did have habeas corpus rights, while detainees captured near the theater of war in Afghanistan did not.\footnote{223}{Id. at 235.}

Judge Bates applied Boumediene’s functional approach to determine if detainees in Afghanistan could invoke constitutional habeas corpus rights.\footnote{224}{Id. at 207.} He explained that this was the same question addressed in Boumediene, with the only difference being “where they [were] held” (i.e., GTMO or Bagram).\footnote{225}{Id. at 214.} In essence, the matter considers the “objective degree of control” the United States has over Bagram.\footnote{226}{Id. at 221.} The court examined the detainees’ citizenship and status, the adequacy of the process for determining status, the site of apprehension and detention, and the practical obstacles involved in ad-
ministering habeas corpus relief. The court held that while the three non-Afghan detainees could invoke habeas rights, the Afghan detainee could not. Friction with Afghanistan, the host state, was a practical obstacle sufficient enough to prevent invocation of habeas corpus rights.228

On May 21, 2010, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit overturned the habeas corpus release order, deciding unanimously that the Suspension Clause did “not extend to aliens held in executive detention in the Bagram detention facility in the Afghan theater of war.” Drawing inspiration from Boumediene and Eisentrager, the court found “the practical obstacles inherent in resolving the prisoner’s entitlement to the writ,” part of the third element in the Boumediene test, as key to its decision. It described Bagram and all of Afghanistan as undisputedly in a “theater of war.” Here, the Government’s position was stronger than in Eisentrager, since by the time the Court decided Eisentrager, World War II combat had ended. Bagram is also presented as different than Guantánamo since the United States has maintained total control over Guantánamo for over a century even as a “hostile government maintain[s] de jure sovereignty over the property.” The United States has the option to remain at the Bagram base, but it does not appear to have a permanent intent to do so, and there is no hostility with the host country, Afghanistan. Citing Boumediene and Eisentrager, the court describes the practical obstacles of how commanders lose prestige when called into civil courts and how such action diverts their attention from the “military offensive abroad to the legal defensive at home.” The court
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229. Maqaleh v. Gates, 605 F.3d 84, 98–99 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (holding that the Suspension Clause does not extend to “confine[n] in an active theater of war” in a territory where the United States is neither de facto nor de jure sovereign and within territory of another de jure sovereign). See generally Faiza Patel, The Writ Stops Here: No Habeas for Prisoners Held by U.S. Forces in Afghanistan, ASIL Insight (June 3 2010), http://www.asil.org/insights100603.cfm (describing the Maqaleh decision and highlighting how the court relied less upon a separations of powers analysis and more upon Eisentrager).
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233. Id. at 97.
234. Id.
235. Id. at 98 (quoting Johnson v. Eisentrager, 339 U.S. 763, 779 (1950)).
noted that extending habeas corpus protections “within the sovereign territory of another nation” also served as a practical obstacle.236

This decision is consistent with Empire as space, because, with this reasoning, overseas American authority capitalizes on the ambiguities implicit in sovereignty. The court does not question military authority over the base and what power it has to detain incident to war, even if these are extraterritorial exercises in Afghanistan. However, American authority over this territory in Afghanistan, despite having the consent of the host state and its limited duration, is insufficient to warrant extending habeas jurisdiction and its rights protections. The court uses factual determinations about habeas and sovereignty in Eisentrager, post-World War II detentions, and Boumediene and War on Terror detentions, to hold that constitutional jurisdiction does not follow American military authority. For now, these three detainees do not benefit from an extraterritorial application of the writ in Bagram.

Importantly, the court of appeals does not fully close the door on the extraterritorial extension of constitutional habeas corpus. Three points support this. First, it rejects the government’s argument that the writ does not apply to territories outside de jure sovereignty.237 It points to Boumediene expressly repudiating a “formalistic, sovereignty-based test” for determining the extraterritorial reach of constitutional habeas.238 The Supreme Court instead adopted a three-factor functional test.239 According to the court of appeals, if the Supreme Court intended de facto sovereignty to be the test, the three factors would not "be considered either generally or in the detail which [the Court] in fact adopted."240 This suggests that sovereignty over territory will not be a litmus test for whether constitutional habeas applies extraterritorially. The notion of sovereignty, whether de jure or de facto, becomes less dispositive for extraterritorial habeas. Instead, practical and process matters may be more influential when deciding whether constitutional habeas applies overseas. This emphasis on practical matters likely refers to administrative, expense, and wartime issues for proceedings and to procedural protections provided to detainees.

Second, the court finds that the first factor—detainee citizenship, detainee status, and the adequacy of the process to determine status—favors the Bagram detainees even more so than Guantánamo detain-

236. Id. at 99.
237. Id. at 94 (quoting Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2257 (2008)).
238. Id.
239. Id. at 94–95.
240. Id. at 95.
ees. Without much detail, it states that the GTMO Combatant Status Review Tribunal ("CSRT") provided more protections than Bagram detainees received from Unlawful Enemy Combatant Review Boards ("UECRBs"). Accordingly, the court does not quickly and easily defer to executive detention justifications. Its comparison of the CSRT and UECRB suggests that the Executive should provide detainees some procedural protections. Military and human rights groups have criticized these Bagram procedures, suggesting detainee status review procedures will be contested in the future.

Third, the court seems unable to make sense of the detainee arguments that Bagram was chosen as a detention location to evade judicial review. The detainees assert that executive detention decisions to transfer them to conflict zones are examples of the Executive’s power to turn the Constitution on and off. In response, the court says these claims are unsupported by evidence or reason. It elaborates that the decision to avoid the Constitution by choosing the Bagram detention location would require military and executive officials to “anticipate the complex litigation history” and “predict the

241. Id. at 96.
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245. Maqaleh, 605 F.3d at 98.
246. New reports state that the majority of Bagram detainees are from and/or were captured in Afghanistan but that the three involved in Maqaleh v. Gates were not. E.g., Warren Richey, Detainees Held by US in Afghanistan Can’t Contest Custody, Court Finds, Christian Sci. Monitor (May 21, 2010), http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Justice/2010/0521/Detainees-held-by-US-in-Afghanistan-can-t-contest-custody-court-finds. Each has been detained for at least seven years and was captured outside Afghanistan. Id. They are: Fadi al-Maqaleh, a Yemeni captured beyond Afghanistan; Redha al-Najar, a Tunisian captured in Pakistan; and Amin al-Bakri, a Yemeni captured in Thailand. Id.
Boumediene decision long before it came down. While the executive branch may not have predicted the doctrinal specifics of Boumediene, it did worry about habeas jurisdiction early on in the War on Terror overseas detention program. This suggests that the Executive worried about detainee rights and checks on its authority when it chose detention locations overseas.

Despite this evidence, the court of appeals does not apply this detainee argument into any of the functional test’s three factors. The court avoids the argument by asserting that this analysis could easily be part of Boumediene’s second factor concerning the location of detention. In Boumediene, the Supreme Court was implicitly motivated by the injustice of detention in Cuba because it was so far from the War on Terror. Although the court of appeals suggests that perhaps in the future “manipulation by the Executive” may be an additional factor for determining the writ’s extraterritorial reach, it entirely fails to examine why the government has relocated these detainees to Afghanistan.

As these recent examples suggest, with adaptable checks, American extraterritorial jurisprudence functions like Empire as space. It sets flexible limits and avoids clear prohibitions on American authority abroad. This supports American power, militarily and economically, overseas. When the Executive implements or Congress legislates this authority, American law uses functional tests to isolate what practical reasons are relevant.

Jurisprudence that provides for functional tests and adaptable borders reflects foreign policy goals to expand American influence beyond domestic borders, secure markets, promote free trade abroad, and mold political cultures overseas with American assumptions on democracy and free trade. With these doctrinal developments and the foreign relations described throughout the Article, this subsection inspires the scholarly question: does American law pose any spatial or geographic limits for extraterritorial authority in the War on Terror or does this authority benefit from Empire as space, lacking any boundaries?

Providing a thematic transition to “markets” and “culture,” presidential pronouncements on foreign policy reflect these assumptions

247. Maqaleh, 605 F.3d at 99.
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250. Id. at 98–99 (stating that “at least three factors” are relevant (quoting Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2259 (2008))).
on American expansion. In *The National Security Strategy of the United States of America*, President Bush stressed achieving the strategic and moral imperative of peace by bringing “the hope of democracy, . . . free markets, and free trade to every corner of the world.” As “humanity” holds this opportunity, the United States welcomes the responsibility to lead in this great mission.

### B. GTMO Intelligence Protects Markets in the War on Terror and a Resource War

Close to the continental United States, GTMO’s location explains how a military outpost instrumentally protects market interests overseas, serving hemispheric hegemony historically and War on Terror intelligence gathering and resource wars currently. GTMO’s strategic support in security and intelligence illustrates its role in Empire as markets. Initial protection was regional and naval, serving foreign policy and business interests in the Caribbean and Central America. Without such a base providing vital coal refueling for steam ships, the U.S. Navy could not patrol the Caribbean during the early twentieth century. During gunboat and dollar diplomacy periods, economic goals included finding and protecting overseas markets—in terms of supply for domestic consumption and demand for American goods and financial services. The base helped protect the Caribbean basin from European and regional threats. It provided military support for interventions in Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Nicaragua. Protection of overseas markets increased in significance with a 1903 lease to occupy the Panama Canal Zone. Not only was the Zone lease agreed to almost at the same time as GTMO’s lease, it also reflected a legal anomaly.

More recently, as a detention center emphasizing intelligence gathering from terror suspects, Guantánamo supports economic pros-
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pects overseas. Attaining vital intelligence, GTMO detentions indirectly serve geopolitical goals, specifically U.S. foreign policy on energy security. A major objective of the detention program has been to obtain intelligence for efforts in the War on Terror in central Asia and the Persian Gulf. With many goals, the War on Terror combats threats to American access to energy resources in these regions. While increasing in intensity after September 2001, the War on Terror contributes to a resource war’s longer-term goals. Such wars refer to resource scarcity and violent conflicts, in this case fighting terrorism in these regions, in an effort to secure American energy interests in oil and natural gas. The National Energy Policy, presented by then Vice President Dick Cheney to the President in May of 2001, best explains U.S. energy goals. It recommends supporting initiatives by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Algeria, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates to open their energy sectors for foreign investment. The Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea represent seventy percent of the known


257. Simon Bromley describes how American military power is used in the War on Terror to exert U.S. influence in regions of extreme geopolitical significance. U.S. military operations in places such as Iraq and Afghanistan are part of efforts to gain access to vital energy resources that are limited in supply and competitively eyed by China, India, and Russia. Simon Bromley, The Logic of American Power in the International Capitalist Order, in The War on Terrorism and American ‘Empire’ After the Cold War, supra note 59, at 44.


260. Id. at 8–4, 8–5, 8–18.
petroleum reserves in the world, with the Persian Gulf expected to supply over one quarter of U.S. oil demand by 2025. By 2020, the National Energy Policy projects that the Gulf will account for fifty-four to sixty-seven percent of the world’s oil, making the region “vital to U.S. interests.” It explains that Middle East oil producers “will remain central to world oil security,” that “[t]he Gulf will be a primary focus of U.S. international energy policy,” and that concentrating oil production in any one region fosters market instability. Whether it is Al Qaeda’s global network or Taliban safe havens, terrorists threaten political, economic, and basic security in these regions. Terrorists also threaten U.S. energy supply markets.

Logistically close but removed from domestic jurisdiction, GTMO detentions facilitate prolonged intelligence gathering. Detentions distance Al Qaeda, Taliban, and other detainees from terrorist networks and foreign state protection while allowing U.S. intelligence personnel access to the detainees after a short plane ride from the United States. The United States may use information obtained to combat market threats, both to oil and natural gas supply and to shipping and pipelines for transport, posed by terrorism. A War on Terror objective is to eliminate regional threats, usually presented by radical Islamists, to friendly states. Left alone, terrorists make the Middle East insecure, threaten political stability in the region, and develop capacities to attack civilians across the globe. Terrorist attacks in the United States, Spain, Indonesia, Turkey, and other places illustrate this. Intelligence gathered from GTMO detentions helps combat this. While terrorists kill innocent civilians abroad and in the United States, they also destabilize governments. Their violence and effective political influence disrupts strategic markets for the United States. Humanitarian and regional security objectives serve as War on Terror justifications, but the United States has had clearly defined long-term goals to keep
access to these markets open.\textsuperscript{266} The September 2001 attacks by no means put the region on the American geopolitical radar. Before the Bush administration, the Clinton administration had increased U.S. military presence throughout the Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea by building U.S. bases or providing military aid in Qatar, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{267} Since the oil shocks of the 1970s, the United States has used foreign policies and military strategies to secure energy sources in the region.\textsuperscript{268} This need is simultaneously economic and geopolitical, meaning the motives for market protections and for spatial control reinforce each other.

1. Intelligence’s Vital Role in Guantánamo Detentions

By supporting counterterrorism and war, GTMO’s intelligence gathering implicitly protects vital markets for the United States in the Persian Gulf and central Asia. The National Intelligence Strategy of the United States of America (“National Intelligence Strategy”) describes “[v]iolent extremist groups” using terrorism to attack the United States, challenge interests worldwide, and “destabilize vulnerable states in regions of strategic interest to the United States.”\textsuperscript{269} It lists two of the intelligence community’s six goals (“Mission Objectives” or “MO”), specifically related to terrorism—“Combat Violent Extremism” (MO1) and “Provide Strategic Intelligence and Warning” (MO3).\textsuperscript{270} MO1 regards “[v]iolent extremist groups,” being “primarily” Al Qaeda and “its regional affiliates, supporters, and the local terrorist cells it inspires.”\textsuperscript{271} As stated, perhaps the most immediate goal of intelligence is security, but there is an economic subtext in countering terrorism in regions vital to American energy markets.\textsuperscript{272}

\textsuperscript{266} See Nat’l Energy Pol’y Dev. Group, supra note 259, at 8–4 (stating that the Persian Gulf “remain[s] vital to U.S. interests”).


\textsuperscript{268} Klare, Resource Wars, supra note 258, at 33, 80.


\textsuperscript{270} Id. at 5. MO6 (“Support Current Operations”) also includes a substantial anti-terrorism element. Id. This includes “defeating the Taliban in Afghanistan” and “stabilizing Iraq.” Id. at 10.

\textsuperscript{271} Id. at 6. MO1 aims to protect the homeland, counter the spread of violent extremism, and prevent terrorists from using weapons of mass destruction. Id. To do so, the intelligence community identifies terrorist groups, warns of attacks, tries to cut their financial support, and attempts to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat their operations. Id.

\textsuperscript{272} See Philippe Le Billon & Fouad El Khatib, From Free Oil to ‘Freedom Oil’: Terrorism, War and US Geopolitics in the Persian Gulf, 9 Geopolitics 109, 110 (2004) (arguing that
This Article’s arguments are quite hypothetical, perhaps anecdotal or premature, due to a lack of empirical proof resulting from the protection of sensitive national security information. These arguments on Empire and markets are made to relate American lawmaking on extraterritorial jurisdiction to a foreign relations context. Ideally these contentions, whether empirically limited or conceptually overreaching, encourage legal scholarship that examines the role of extraterritorial laws in space, markets, and culture.

The GTMO detention program is an important intelligence-gathering instrument for the War on Terror. Detention for intelligence is distinct from detention to incapacitate combatants, limit enemy efforts, seek justice, or exchange prisoners of war, all of which could be done (and are done) in other locations. The Joint Task Force Guantánamo (JTF-GTMO) describes its operations as “intelligence collection, analysis and dissemination” in the global War on Terror. It reports that information attained from detainees consists of the following: information regarding “terrorist recruitment, training, financing, planning and command and control”; information that supports “U.S. combatant commanders in the field”; and information that supports allies and “U.S. and international law enforcement agencies.”

Public reports, announcements, and court examinations of the detention program repeatedly highlight detention’s role in intelligence gathering. In a January 22, 2009 executive order, President Obama revoked prior interrogation policies on the base “to improve the effectiveness of human intelligence gathering.”


ods, often described as torture and abuse, did not comply with Army Field Manual 2-22.3._former Bush administration officials criticize this decision, along with the plan to end GTMO detentions, as “seriously handicap[ping] our intelligence agencies from preventing future terrorist attacks” and “drying up the most valuable sources of intelligence on al Qaeda.”_With the start of the base detention program in 2002, detainees were screened for “intelligence value” and “possible intelligence that may be gained” from them._Immediately upon [a detainee’s] arrival at GTMO,” intelligence assessments were made with support from detainee interviews, “U.S. intelligence and law enforcement sources, and information supplied by foreign governments.”_Later, in 2004, the Administrative Reviews Procedures required intelligence personnel to review detainee status determinations in an effort to identify enemy combatants._These Procedures required reviews to be consistent with ongoing intelligence efforts._In a 2006 report on the _Situation of the Detainees at Guantánamo_, United Nations officials reported that the “objective of the ongoing detention is not primarily to prevent combatants from taking up arms against the United States again, but to obtain information and gather intelligence on the Al-Qaeda network.”_In its deci-


280. _Id._

281. _Id._ at 1.

282. _See id._ at 3, 6–7 (requiring “[a]t least one member of a Review Board panel [to be] experienced in the field of intelligence” and requiring notice of the proceedings to the Central Intelligence Agency).

sions on military commission procedures, due process, and habeas corpus rights for base detainees, the Supreme Court refers to the possible deference required for intelligence-gathering efforts on the base. Legal scholar Peyton Cooke argues that base detention cases, such as Hamdan and Boumediene, represent significant steps towards bringing intelligence activities within the scope of domestic and international law’s regulation. Traditionally, domestic and international law provided little constraints to intelligence efforts.

2. Resource Wars Fought with Intelligence on Terrorism

As a source of intelligence on terrorism, Guantánamo detentions function as an American instrument in a global resource war. While a key objective of American foreign policy in the Middle East, central

---


286. Id.

287. See generally Klare, Resource Wars, supra note 258. Klare explains these wars have become more likely because certain resources have increased in economic value over time, added demand with industrialization and population growth, become scarce or finite in their supply, and become the subject of disputes about states’ rights over resources. Klare describes the following territorial disputes in areas that contain oil or natural gas: the Warba and Bubiyan Islands in the Northwestern corner of the Persian Gulf, disputed by Iraq and Kuwait; Abu Musa in the Eastern corner of the Persian Gulf, disputed by Iran and the United Arab Emirates; Hawar Island and the Dibala and Jarada shoals in the Persian Gulf, disputed by Bahrain and Qatar; the border between Saudi Arabia and Yemen, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, and Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates; the Hanish Islands in the Southern Red Sea, disputed by Eritrea and Yemen; the Halayeb Triangle on the Red Sea, disputed by Egypt and Sudan; offshore drilling rights in the Caspian Sea, disputed by Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Turkmenistan; and the Serdar/Kyapz field, disputed by Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. Id. at 227–29.
Asia, and south Asia is to eliminate terrorism and its state support, even greater goals exist in these regions. These goals include securing oil and natural gas supplies. Analysts describe rising global demand for energy sources, increasing costs in exploration and production, and finite sourcing of non-renewable resources as fueling a resource war. The 2001 National Energy Policy reported that, over the next twenty years, U.S. demand for energy sources will increase by thirty-three percent for oil, more than fifty percent for natural gas, and forty-five percent for electricity, while the United States consumes over twenty-five percent of the oil produced worldwide. Foreign policies (i.e., diplomacy, investments, military positioning, trade relations, and aid) contribute to cooperative state-state relations and directly and indirectly secure these resources. For this reason, foreign policy goals are long-term and reminiscent of historic geopolitics between world powers for territorial and economic control. Regional wars, foreign investment, contests for sea and overland transport routes, shifting territorial control, and nuanced balance of powers between states characterize resource wars.

Thus, intelligence on violent threats by non-state actors (e.g., groups such as Al Qaeda or the Taliban) becomes vital to the realization of American objectives. Given the limited political and legal developments since 2002 with respect to releasing or trying detainees in military commissions or courts, intelligence may have higher policy importance than seeking justice for terrorist violence. Terrorism and energy challenges are not solely an American concern. The National Energy Policy expects China’s demand for oil to increase by five to eight times from 2001 levels by 2020, while depending on the Middle East for seventy percent of its oil. Russia regards Islamic terrorists as a
threat to energy supplies from the Grozny region (i.e., Chechnya). It cooperates with central Asian states to fight terrorists who threaten access to energy sources and collaborates with China to put down Uighur separatists in the oil-rich Xinjiang region. Not by coincidence, GTMO detainees include Russian Muslims and Uighurs.

Al Qaeda’s attacks occur around the globe. Operating mostly in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia, Al Qaeda terrorists disrupt, directly and indirectly, resource markets. Direct disruptions and threats include armed attacks on oil and natural gas fields and transportation routes. Attacks in Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and Iraq demonstrate terrorist capabilities and objectives. These attacks threaten the security of global investments in oil exploration, mining, refining, and shipment. While the United States has detained important alleged Al Qaeda leaders in GTMO and destroyed Al Qaeda’s safe haven in Afghanistan, Al Qaeda remains the United States’ “greatest terrorist threat.” Al Qaeda maintains significant strength in the Gulf States, North Africa, and autonomous underground cells in nearly 100 countries. Recently, Al Qaeda’s central control has been

294. See Klare, The Deadly Nexus, supra note 265, at 414.
295. See id. at 414, 416–17 (explaining that Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan formed the Shanghai Cooperation in 2001 for this purpose).
296. See id. at 414.
299. See Klare, The Deadly Nexus, supra note 265, at 417–19 (describing Al Qaeda’s creation after the Afghanistan-Soviet Union War).
300. See Klare, The Empire’s New Frontiers, supra note 267, at 385 (reporting that Al Qaeda is firmly rooted in the Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea areas and that these regions provide its primary source of support).
301. See generally Off. of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Country Reports on Terrorism 2008, at 135 (2009), http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/122599.pdf (reporting that the Saudi Arabian government recently arrested 701 militants who were planning to attack oil fields and other installations).
303. Off. of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, supra note 301, at 8.
304. See Bajoria & Bruno, supra note 302. Although Al Qaeda is reported to be less capable than in prior years, regrouping efforts are under way between the Afghanistan and Pakistan border. Id. GTMO detainees include purported Al Qaeda leaders Abu Zubaydah,
operating in Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and on the border with Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{305}

Since the 2001 attacks and the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, the greatest threat from Al Qaeda occurs in Iraq and the Persian Gulf. Often seen as a response to recent and historic U.S. policies in the region, this threat directly puts oil supply markets at risk. The group “Al-Qaeda in Iraq” or “al-Qaeda in Mesopotamia”\textsuperscript{306} has been characterized by U.S. military leadership in Iraq as “probably public enemy number one.”\textsuperscript{307} Most recently, the group Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) has gained attention for mounting attacks in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states.\textsuperscript{308} It claims to be behind the 2009 Christmas Day bomb attempt of a Northwest Airlines flight and pronounces intent to attack oil facilities, foreigners, and security forces.\textsuperscript{309} Its 2003–2004 attacks in Saudi Arabia, of relevant western or energy industry interests, included attacks on a housing complex in Riyadh in May 2003, western oil workers and nationals in Yanbu and al-Khobar in May 2004, an American aerospace worker in June 2004, and the U.S. Consulate in Jeddah in December 2004.\textsuperscript{310} In February 2006, it led a direct attack on an Abqaiq oil facility, resulting in a 3.4% increase in crude oil prices on the New York Mercantile Exchange.\textsuperscript{311} Recent attention on AQAP focuses on Yemen, where AQAP attacked western tourists and the U.S. embassy and organized attacks in Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{312}

Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, and Mustafa Ahmed al-Hawsawi. \textit{Id.} They were charged with murder, terrorism, and violations of the laws of war in February 2008. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{305} Off. of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, \textit{supra} note 301, at 199.\textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{306} Greg Bruno & Julia Jeffrey, \textit{Profile: Al-Qaeda in Iraq (a.k.a. Al-Qaeda in Mesopotamia)}, \textsc{Council on Foreign Rel.}, http://www.cfr.org/publication/14811/ (last updated April 26, 2010).\textsuperscript{R}


\textsuperscript{308} See generally Bruce Riedel, \textit{ Fighting Al Qaeda in Yemen is an Important Battle of a Broader War}, \textsc{Brookings Inst.} (Jan. 7, 2010), http://www.brookings.edu/opinions/2010/0107_yemen_riedel.aspx (describing the connection between Al Qaeda in Yemen with the Christmas Day 2009 bomb attempt, Fort Hood killings in November 2009, and “lawless spaces” in the Arabian peninsula).\textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{309} See \textit{Profile: Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula}, \textsc{BBC News}, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8437724.stm (last updated Jan. 3, 2010, 8:00 GMT).\textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{310} \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{311} Saudis ‘Foil Oil Facility Attack,’ \textsc{BBC News}, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4747488.stm (last updated Feb. 24, 2006, 19:56 GMT).\textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{312} See \textit{Profile: Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, supra} note 309.\textsuperscript{R}
In resource war terms, Al Qaeda terrorists threaten production and access to energy sources from the Persian Gulf. They directly threaten the energy industry and global supplies by attacking infrastructure, workers, and foreign consulates. They also indirectly threaten markets with attacks and armed resistance that increase political instability in the region. The uncertainty caused by terrorist activities becomes a political risk for the energy industry. The geopolitical significance of the Gulf region heightens the impact of any violence. This region provides the largest known reserves and easiest access with the sea transport of oil from Gulf states (i.e., Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates). Geopolitical interest is particularly high at ocean entryways such as the Strait of Hormuz and Gulf of Aden. Accordingly, Al Qaeda operations in Somalia, Pakistan, and Yemen attract much global attention.

Moving east, the military campaign in Afghanistan has the goal of preventing Al Qaeda from developing another base or safe haven in Taliban-controlled areas in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Since being dislodged by the U.S. campaign, the Taliban operates between Pakistan and southern and eastern parts of Afghanistan. This U.S. campaign benefits American energy markets by eliminating or checking Al Qaeda, which directly threatens supply markets. Recently worried about persistent insecurity, foreign investors have started seeing Afghanistan as a lucrative opportunity for natural resources such as lithium, iron, copper, gold, niobium, mercury, cobalt, and natural gas. The campaign inserts U.S. influence in a region sensitively close to myriad geopolitical challenges.

Afghanistan’s geopolitical significance so close to so many global contests, literally in the middle of multiple potential wars, cannot be overstated. American presence there provides military, economic, and diplomatic power directly influencing central Asian affairs. It is adjacent to Iran’s eastern border, in a territorial path east of Caspian Sea energy resources, on China’s western border, south of resource-rich


314. See OFF. OF THE COORDINATOR FOR COUNTERTERRORISM, supra note 301, at 141.

Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, and northeast of nuclear powers Pakistan and India dueling for Jammu and Kashmir. Afghanistan’s potential as a pipeline route for the Caspian Sea’s natural resources, transporting oil and gas from Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, highlights its resource significance. Landlocked, the Caspian Sea provides abundant natural gas and oil sources, with minimal exploration and foreign investment compared to the Persian Gulf. As a consequence, it is regarded as having great geopolitical significance and is the subject of economic speculation. Already from the Caspian, pipelines to the Mediterranean and Black Seas traverse multiple ethnic conflicts in Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Turkey (e.g., Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) and South Caucasus Pipeline pipelines). The United States believes that future pipelines passing through Russia or Iran and pipelines established with Chinese participation would threaten American energy security. Growing energy demand, diplomatic and political tensions, and military capacities (with varying degrees) for each of these powers, motivate U.S. priorities in Afghanistan. The National Intelligence Strategy lists each of these countries as having “the ability to challenge U.S. interests in traditional . . . and emerging . . . ways.”

In addition to directly threatening energy supplies, indirect threats exist when terrorists destabilize regional governments with violence and by questioning the legitimacy of national leaders. When non-state actors violently contest state authority by attacking civilians, the military infrastructure, and public institutions, they explicitly contest sovereign authority. This impacts sovereign control over territory,

316. See generally Le Billon & El Khatib, supra note 272, at 120 (describing UNOCAL interest in a pipeline in Afghanistan).

317. See generally Klare, The Empire’s New Frontiers, supra note 267, at 385 (explaining that, in an effort to hedge risks of over-dependence, the United States wants to increase energy imports from the Caspian Sea region because the Middle East is unstable); Nat’l Energy Pol’y Dev. Group, supra note 259, at 8–12 (describing the landlock problem and the need for additional exploration and investment).

318. The BTC pipeline was a major Clinton and Bush administration objective. See Klare, The Deadly Nexus, supra note 265, at 416. It passes through six areas of political and ethnic strife—Nagorno-Karabakh in Azerbaijan, Chechnya and Ingushetia in Russia, South Ossetia and Abkhazia in Georgia, and Kurdish regions in Turkey. Id.

319. See Le Billon & El Khatib, supra note 272, at 124–25 (describing U.S. objectives as competing with Russia’s and China’s interest in oil in the Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea); Klare, The Empire’s New Frontiers, supra note 267, at 387.

320. See Office of the Dir. of Nat’l Intelligence, supra note 269, at 3. These threats stem from the following: Iran’s weapons programs, support for terrorism, and aid to U.S. adversaries; China’s increasing “resource-focused diplomacy” and “military modernization”; and Russia’s assertion of power and influence. Id.
resources, and political, legal, and military power. By effectively eroding legal, military, or actual protection of a resource supply, terrorism threatens Empire as markets. As this progresses, foreign investments (i.e., global demand for oil from the Persian Gulf and Central Asia) can only absorb so much of these risks. Imperial market reasoning works to reduce these risks (i.e., to eliminate terrorist groups and state support of terrorism and to aid states supporting American interests).

These resource-focused goals are central to U.S. foreign policy concerning the Middle East and Central Asia. Susanne Peters argues that the “coercive character” of Western energy strategies (e.g., two invasions of Iraq) exacerbate tensions and make armed conflicts more likely. Even though state and non-state actors may vary, the need to fuel modern economies energizes these objectives, guiding foreign, military, cultural, and counter-terrorism policies. American motives and their results, in this regard, are not easily reduced to single causes, isolated policy goals, or a centralized effort in U.S. foreign policy. The context supporting terrorism is complex and rarely has one sole cause. For many states, limited popular participation, authoritarian leaders, and economic inequality fuel armed insurgency. Popular sectors may not look to or are frustrated with national leadership, representing weak regimes, monarchies, single party, or military rule


322. See generally Klare, The New Geopolitics, supra note 256 (describing how Cold War policies, defense planning after the Cold War, and the 2002 national security strategy illustrate the geopolitical emphasis on oil and these regions in U.S. foreign policy); Peters, supra note 258, at 202–04 (offering a brief history of U.S. energy geopolitics before 2001, including: a 1953 coup d’état in Iran; the threat of military intervention during the 1973 oil crisis; support for creating the International Energy Agency in response to OPEC supply pressures; the 1980 Carter Doctrine declaring the Persian Gulf as of vital interest; the 1991 Gulf War against Iraq, in response to Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait; the diversification of oil sources in Alaska, the North Sea, and Mexico; the declaration of Colombia and Venezuela as of vital interest; and military cooperation with states bordering the Caspian Sea); Williams, supra note 262 (arguing the United States consistently sees its military power as a means of ensuring access to Gulf Oil and providing the following examples: Nixon’s contingency plan to seize oilfields during the 1973–74 oil embargo, Reagan’s deployment of naval forces to the Strait of Hormuz during the Iran-Iraq War, the 1991 war to end Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait; and the 2003 invasion of Iraq).

political systems.\footnote{324} In this light, terrorist discourses take on global and transnational inspiration. Islam and imperial histories influence how these local contests play out in international relations. In terrorists’ proclamations, religion is the reasoning behind violence, whether it promises personal salvation, provides a justification for an action, or provides a greater sense of justice, virtue, and duty. Prior rule by British, French, Ottoman, and Russian empires delineated many of the present national borders and left political leadership to their liking. Political leaders and insurgents voice present injustices as the product of prior Western, European, and American involvement. Here the most obvious legacies are U.S. bases formerly in Saudi Arabia and currently in Iraq, Afghanistan, and in the Gulf states, along with the Palestine and Israel disputes.

State support or sanctuary for terrorism is another significant threat to resource markets. Afghanistan serves as the recent example providing sanctuary and training locations for Al Qaeda members from around the globe. State support allows terrorists to train, benefit from protection and financing within a state’s borders, and then attack elsewhere. In this light, terrorists export, source, and target their acts in a transnational manner. Terrorist attacks may be political, symbolic, or economic, but they emanate from organizational support. The real concern with Al Qaeda, of course, is that its members will export the training and protection provided by Afghanistan to resource-rich regions nearby (e.g., oil rich states of the Caspian Sea, Persian Gulf, Middle East, South China Sea, and North Africa).

In summation, this subsection has presented energy security and the geopolitics of the Persian Gulf and Central Asia as the overseas markets that Guantánamo detentions help protect. Detentions help attain vital intelligence to combat foreign policy threats in these regions, which helps domestic energy security demand. Terrorists attack energy supplies and destabilize these regions as suppliers of oil and natural gas. Guantánamo’s role in Empire as markets is implicit and more removed than prior strategic support or patrolling security during the Cold War or Sphere of Influence. Regardless, the detention program has been long-term (since 2002), economically expensive, diplomatically costly, domestically contested, and perhaps has even become a recruiting tool for Al Qaeda.

\footnote{324. \textit{See} Le Billon & El Khatib, \textit{supra} note 272, at 118–19 (offering the example of Arab fighters returning home after the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989).}
Program goals include obtaining intelligence in the War on Terror, which combats armed groups and assists Persian Gulf and Central Asian states in these efforts. These regions are also vital to American energy needs and, more so, the domestic economy. Combating terrorism accomplishes two relevant things. It checks or ends violent attacks of energy resource supplies and their transport in these regions. It also importantly inserts an American presence in economic, diplomatic, military, and political terms in regions where terrorism destabilizes foreign states and their ability to protect foreign economic interests. Given these links between the regional location of terrorism and energy resource supplies, on the one hand, and intelligence gathering and War on Terror detention, on the other hand, this subsection poses one question. How do the War on Terror and Guantánamo detentions protect overseas markets?

C. GTMO's Cultural Assumptions in Checked Sovereignty and Discriminatory Detentions

1. Cultural Superiority Provides the Base at Guantánamo

Situated at the periphery of the North American continent, yet instrumental to U.S. foreign relations, GTMO reflects Empire as culture. This is a product of historical legacy and contemporary foreign relations since its establishment in 1903. The base’s location and its mission benefit from ideologies of superiority, with legal and cultural justifications for checking Cuban sovereignty. These values frame current legal anomaly. Foreign relations and legal history intentionally produced this anomaly. As Colás explains, empires use cultural understandings, usually distinguishing with classifications based on race or between the civilized and non-civilized, to justify why metropolitan power subordinates and controls a population. For example, late nineteenth and early twentieth century notions of cultural superi-

ority fueled an emerging American identity as a world power and consequential interventions in neighboring states. These interventions relied on assumptions that American values were needed or that self-interest required American action. These assumptions framed U.S. influence over Cuba, creating a protectorate in 1903 and guaranteeing a base in effective perpetuity since then. As a result, the United States checked Cuban sovereignty, evident in the Platt Amendment and subsequent treaties between Cuba and the United States. Cultural assumptions about American superiority and Cuban inferiority produced the base. These assumptions have fueled American Empire overseas since 1898 with economic motivations and persistent military involvement abroad. Now, similar notions implicit in the War on Terror facilitate detentions on the base.

These cultural assumptions in Guantánamo’s legal history provide a conceptual base for current American superiority. This is manifested in eight years of detentions in the War on Terror. The United States has presented the War on Terror as a war for civilization, fighting an irrational and lawless enemy. Early in 2002 when news broke about the detention program, the White House presented the detainees as Al Qaeda murderers, the “worst of the worst,” and because of their suicidal nature, willingness, and training, individuals who will “go out and kill and destroy and engage in suicide.” President Bush presented terrorists as hating “our freedoms: our freedom of religion, our freedom of speech, our freedom to vote and assemble and disa-

---

326. See generally David Healy, US Expansionism: The Imperialist Urge in the 1890s (1970) (describing how ideas on markets, China, virtue, civilization, race, barbarism, and commerce inspired public and political discourse seeking an Empire); Schoultz, supra note 105 (explaining that U.S.-Latin America policy has been motivated by national security, domestic politics, economic motives, and a belief that Latin Americans are inferior human beings).

327. For descriptions of American foreign relations during the twentieth century as Empire, see Bacevich, American Empire, supra note 112; Bacevich, The New American Militarism, supra note 114; Bacevich, The Limits of Power, supra note 115; Charles S. Maier, Among Empires: American Ascendancy and Its Predecessors (2006).

328. Natsu Taylor Saito presents five premises for the War on Terror: (1) The enemy is evil; (2) Evil is embodied in the terrorist and rogue state; (3) Enemies will not act rationally and normal rules of war do not apply; (4) Western civilization, representing universal values of freedom and democracy, is being defended; and (5) “[T]he United States embodies the highest stage of . . . civilization.” Natsu Taylor Saito, Colonial Presumptions: the War on Terror and the Roots of American Exceptionalism, 1 Georgetown J. L. & Modern Critical Race Persp. 67, 69 (2008).

gree with each other.” America’s preeminence on the global stage and unrivaled power creates its duty to save civilization. The National Security Strategy of the United States of America described the United States as:

Possess[ing] unprecedented—and unequalled—strength and influence in the world. Sustained by faith in the principles of liberty, and the value of a free society, this position comes with unparalleled responsibilities, obligations, and opportunity. The great strength of this nation must be used to promote a balance of power that favors freedom.

American values and its goals for the War on Terror became universal objectives for the whole world. Specific to base detainees, initial White House justifications that unlawful enemy combatants did not enjoy protections in international law resembled historic denials of similar rights for savages or barbarians in colonial wars. Historically, international legal doctrine reasoned that civilization and culture determined who did or did not benefit from legal protections (i.e., the laws of war, sovereign protection, and non-intervention principles). GTMO detainees were presented as not understanding these obligations, irrational, and/or not parties to international treaties such as the Geneva Conventions.


331. The National Security Strategy, supra note 57, at 1. While later National Security Strategies issued by Presidents Bush and Obama distance themselves from unilateralism, preemptive force, and insecurity focused primarily on Islamic terrorism, they still highlight American superiority and a duty to lead. See, e.g., The National Security Strategy May 2010, at 1 (2010), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/rss_viewer/national_security_strategy.pdf (presenting military superiority as underpinning global security and explaining that, after decades of leadership, the United States will “continue to underwrite global security,” is “focused on renewing American leadership” and “recognizes the fundamental connection between our national security, our national competitiveness, resilience, and moral example”).

332. See Susanne Soederberg, The War on Terrorism and American Empire, in The War on Terrorism and the American ‘Empire’ After the Cold War, supra note 59, at 165.

333. See generally Frédéric Mégret, From ‘Savages’ to ‘Unlawful Combatants’: A Postcolonial Look at International Humanitarian Law’s ‘Other’, in International Law and Its Others 298–301 (Anne Orford ed., 2006).

334. See generally Anghe, supra note 101 (presenting how international law, from its foundation to the War on Terror, uses culture and civilization in deciding which populations should benefit from legal protections).

335. See generally Mégret, supra note 333 (examining how War on Terror justifications to exclude combatants from Geneva Conventions protections are very similar to historic imperial legal reasoning that excluded populations from protections in international law).
2. Concentrated Trends in Detainee Nationalities

GTMO’s role in Empire as culture is consistent with preliminary analysis of detainee demographics. This analysis suggests that detention is reserved mostly for specific nationalities; the majority of detainees are nationals from Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, or Pakistan. The War on Terror articulates American values of cultural superiority and duty. Base detainee nationality patterns are consistent with these cultural assumptions. Here, the early argument is that base detentions overwhelmingly focus on specific nationalities. While detentions may not have explicit racist or national origin motives, their result is de facto discriminatory. GTMO detention appears to be more likely for certain nationalities. The total detainee population has included over forty-seven nationalities, including European, Canadian, and Australian nationals. But when these numbers are sorted by nationality, the most represented groups point to detention-nationality patterns. As such, a detention program at a specific location lasting at least eight years with detainees distanced from American and foreign law inspires asking: Who is or has been detained there?

We can draw only preliminary inferences, because since 2002 detainee population information has been incomplete, imperfect, controlled for security reasons, and has changed with transfers, releases, and litigation. This Article works with three databases accessible online from the Brookings Institution, Washington Post, and New York Times, developed since Pentagon disclosures in the spring of 2006. The Brookings Institution notes that the Pentagon has “consistently refused to comprehensively indentify” the detainees, and despite information releases, it “always maintained ambiguity” and declines to give a precise number of those actually held. Despite these compilations, information is “strangely obscure” with changes to the population’s makeup remaining “fuzzy.” The Brookings Institution

336. Names of the Detained, WASH. POST, supra note 5.
338. Id. at 3.
reported that as of October 21, 2009, 221 detainees remained,\(^{339}\) while recent reports say 174 remain.\(^{340}\)

The interagency Guantanamo Review Task Force Final Report provides several important numbers on the detainee population from January of 2010.\(^{341}\) These include: 240 detainees remained on the base,\(^{342}\) 44 were referred for prosecution,\(^{343}\) and “48 detainees were determined to be too dangerous to transfer but not feasible for prosecution.”\(^{344}\) The total number detained since detentions began in 2002 is 779.\(^{345}\) In 2002, there were 632 detainees on the base.\(^{346}\) The military brought another 117 detainees in 2003, 10 in 2004, 14 in 2006, 5 in 2007, and 1 in 2008.\(^{347}\) The government has repatriated 530, “almost 70 percent” of the 779 ever detained, to their home countries or third party countries.\(^{348}\)

Made public over three months after its completion, the Final Report is consistent with many suggestions,\(^{349}\) made since 2002, that...
the detainee population does not represent the most dangerous threats. Of the 240 detainees remaining in January 2010, it states “[r]oughly 10 percent . . . played a direct role in plotting, executing, or facilitating” attacks on September 11, the USS Cole, and U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.350 Approximately 20% had “significant organizational roles within al-Qaida or associated terrorist organizations,” including logistical supporters, bodyguards, well-trained operatives, and those who moved money for terrorist organizations.351 Fewer than 10% are Taliban leaders or members of anti-coalition militia groups.352 The majority are “[l]ow-level foreign fighters” lacking any leadership or specialized role in Al Qaeda, the Taliban, or associated groups.353 They were captured during early U.S. military operations in Afghanistan, “without being specifically targeted for capture by (or even known to) the U.S. military in advance.”354 Approximately 5% do not fit into any of the four mentioned categories.355

The Washington Post’s Names of the Detained in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba reports that there have been 779 detainees at the base since 2002 (charting the total population including releases, transfers, and deaths).356 The database sorts detainees by those who have been released versus those still detained, combatants versus non-combatants, those charged versus those who haven’t been charged, nationality, and age. Both the New York Times Guantánamo Docket357 and the Brookings Institution358 report 779 men have been detained on GTMO as enemy combatants since 2002.
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358. Wittes & Wine, supra note 337, at 1. The Brookings Institution also reports on detainee demographics, government allegations, and detainee statements. Id. at 6–22. It bases its information mostly on habeas litigation, a 2006 Pentagon list, records from
The Brookings Institution reports that of the 248 detainees on the base as of December 16, 2008, 94 detainees (more than 33%) were Yemeni and that at least 173 detainees (more than 70%) were citizens from Middle Eastern or North African nations. Thirty-six detainees (approximately 14.5%) came from areas surrounding the “South Asian theater of war”—Afghanistan, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan. Of the detainees transferred or released, the vast majority were from Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan, suggesting sufficient American trust and cooperation with these states to release detainees. The government has not released some detainees due to concerns over detention treatment and poor surveillance by foreign states. It also refuses to transfer Yemeni detainees because of concerns over prison breaks and the Yemeni authorities’ capacity and intent to detain them. News of the 2009 Christmas bomber’s affiliation to Al Qaeda groups in Yemen has dramatically heightened the concerns about future disposition of these detainees. The only remaining detainee from a Western nation is Omar Ahmed Khadr, from Canada, captured in Afghanistan at the age of 15.

Countries with 70 or more detainees include Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and Pakistan. Two hundred nineteen detainees are of Afghan nationality, 140 detainees are of Saudi Arabian nationality, 109 detainees are of Yemeni nationality, and 70 detainees are of Pakistani nationality. Countries with the next largest number of detainees include Algeria and China, having 25 and 22 nationals detained.
respectively. The third largest set consists of countries that have had between 10 and 20 nationals detained: Morocco, Kuwait, Sudan, Tajikistan, and Tunisia. Countries with less than 10 detainees include: Jordan, the United Kingdom, France, Bahrain, Egypt, Uzbekistan, Turkey, Somalia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Mauritania, West Bank, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates, Palestine, Bangladesh, Denmark, Azerbaijan, Sweden, Spain, Chad, Qatar, Turkmenistan, Uganda, Maldives, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Indonesia, and Kenya. The New York Times Guantánamo Docket reports similar trends regarding the citizenship of detainees.

Drawing inferences from the law’s cultural assumptions and its consequential racial exclusions for this population is difficult. Detainee nationalities suggest they are from the Persian Gulf or Central Asia, regions vital to American security in terms of the War on Terror and energy supplies. One place to start is by ordering the population by geographic origin based on nationality. Broken up, using U.S. Department of State geographic categories, detainees represent 18 Near Eastern states, 8 South and Central Asian states, 7 African states, 4 East Asian and Pacific states, and 10 European and Eurasia states. This provides for 377 detainees from the Near East and 319 from South and Central Asia. These two regions’ combined result equals 696 of the 779 detainees, constituting 89.4% from the Near East and South or Central Asia. Put simply, detainees seem to overwhelmingly be from these regions.
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374. The numeric data presented in this subsection is imperfect, for a variety of methodological and sourcing reasons. This Article does not pretend to offer a thorough statistical analysis. This early and rudimentary demographic analysis is offered only to spur more thorough examinations and to motivate questions about detention trends and their influence on extraterritorial jurisdiction and Empire. The data provided is quite limited and far from conclusive. Any examination of detainee demographics is hindered by concerns about the ramifications of disclosure, the developing nature of numbers due to relocations and litigation, and databases that use different reporting criteria.
375. The U.S. State Department groups countries into the following regions: Africa (Sub-Sahara), East Asia and the Pacific, Europe and Eurasia, the Near East (North Africa and the Middle East), South and Central Asia, and the Western Hemisphere. Countries & Regions, U.S. DEPARTMENT ST., http://www.state.gov/countries/ (last visited July 20, 2010).
3. Critical Race Questions Raised by Nationalities

Localizing racial categories for detainees under U.S. law is quite complex. For this, the Article emphasizes critical race approaches. Base detainees’ shared nationalities and geographic origin point to Empire as culture, with detention being de facto discriminatory. Because American law reserves detentions primarily for Arabs and South and Central Asians, detention practices are discriminatory. They bolster goals of American superiority by excluding certain populations from protections. Critical race legal theory offers various analytical tools explaining how racially neutral or color-blind legal policies, such as base detentions for enemy combatants and intelligence gathering, discriminate against populations of color. Here, the idea is that race is socially constructed and not necessarily something biological or static. Social thoughts, political contests, and assumptions create racial categories. By designating categories, excluding rights protections, or affirming certain privileges, the law may racialize certain populations. Base detentions and classifications as “unlawful enemy combatants” create proxies in American law to exclude persons from rights protections.

Referring to American law’s racialization of foreigners and the War on Terror, critical race legal scholarship inspires similar inquiries

377. It can be argued that many of the detainee identities are white for domestic U.S. law purposes, yet the law perpetually discriminates against detainees by classifying them as enemy aliens, disloyal, or passionately violent. See generally John Tehranian, Whitewashed: America’s Invisible Middle Eastern Minority (2009).

378. Liberal theory’s assumptions regarding “formal equality” and meritocracy overlook where de facto discrimination exists. See Introduction, in Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings that Formed the Movement, at xiv–xvii (Kimberle Crenshaw et al. eds.,1995). With GTMO, liberal assumptions operate on two general planes. First, an American base was obtained by the consent of two sovereign states. In reality, the negotiation was grossly unequal and was an exercise of imperial power. This created an anomalous space in American and international law at Guantánamo. Second, the objectives of the detention program have no racial intent or impact. Detention is for security and intelligence-gathering purposes. Detainee nationalities and the neo-savagery tropes implicit in the “unlawful enemy combatant” classification suggest that detention racializes Arab and South and Central Asians. See generally Mégret, supra note 333.


380. See, e.g., Race and Races: Cases and Resources for a Diverse America (Juan F. Perea et al. eds., 2000) (illustrating the historical process of how various groups are treated as “different” by American history and the law).

381. When incorporated by the Court in Hamdi, the “unlawful enemy combatant” classification did not enjoy firm doctrinal support. Cf. Martinez, supra note 203, at 785–87 (explaining that no statute had defined or used the term and that the laws of war and international humanitarian law do not frequently use the term).
on base detentions, race, and notions of American superiority. Natsu Taylor Saito explains how, historically with Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans, U.S. law has categorized “foreigners,” “others,” or non-citizens to then exclude them from rights protections in domestic and international law. These exclusions are interdependent on legal normativity in U.S. foreign relations and domestic civil rights. Highlighting how the notion of sovereignty contains exclusionary assumptions on territory and collective identity, Tayyab Mahmud explains how this process naturally characterizes migrants as permanent outsiders and threats. Accordingly, these examples inspire asking how American superiority and notions of Arabs and Central Asians as outsiders frame jurisprudence to exclude detainees from rights protections. Guantánamo’s legal anomaly, effectively excluding rights protections, provides the instruments to affirm imperial power.

Critical race theory similarly elucidates how immigration and alienage law stems from, and never fully breaks with, social mechanisms to exclude certain races from American rights protections. Importantly, the Boumediene Court found that alien detainees did have habeas corpus rights on the base. This holding has not been without controversy, since it was argued aliens did not have these constitutional rights on non-sovereign territory, and aliens generally enjoy less constitutional rights than citizens.

Kevin Johnson describes how alienage serves as a proxy for race in U.S. law. He ties in history, social, legal, foreign, and domestic analyses. Immigration law, with explicit intent or ignored effect, discriminates against citizens and non-citizens of color. From the late nineteenth century to the present, this includes Chinese exclusion, Japanese internment, national origin quotas, war on illegal aliens (i.e., Mexican immigrants), and Haitian interdiction. Johnson explains not only how social biases feed lawmaking but how racism provided

386. Id. at 2293–307 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
the initial reasoning for sovereignty-based immigration doctrine. This doctrine, known as the plenary power doctrine, justifies why Congress and the Executive have plenary powers in foreign relations, overseas territories, and immigration matters. This frames how American law approaches base detention, by focusing jurisprudence on national security, base location, and detainee alienage. Following these insights, this Article starts posing larger questions on how Empire (as space, markets, and culture) creates the need for these doctrines.

Lastly, critical race theory illuminates how domestic War on Terror policies inherently discriminate against Arabs, Muslims, and those who appear as such. As a result, base detainees share much in common culturally and racially with the domestic victims of the War. Susan Akram and Kevin Johnson show how immigration law, building on notions of “otherness” in race, national origin, religion, culture, and political ideology, plays a key role in government attacks on Arabs and Muslims. September 11, 2001 permitted American law to add to exclusionary assumptions of foreigners as disloyal, engrained in social attitudes, policy, and legal precedent. The social effect of the law’s discrimination has been to foster public targeting of those who appear Middle Eastern, Arab, or Muslim, tolerate “[r]acial [v]iolence as [c]rimes of [p]assion,” or mix religion and race into “terror-profiling.”

In summation, this subsection illustrates how cultural assumptions of American superiority and Cuban inferiority produced an
American base within Cuban territory. These cultural assumptions helped craft base occupation of effectively indefinite duration with a jurisdiction anomalously between Cuban and American sovereignty. Ironically, current detainees argue their detention is indefinite, and they suffer from anomalous jurisdiction between branches of U.S. government and between sovereign states. Legal approaches in several treaties, the Platt Amendment, and contemporary foreign relations confirm how cultural assumptions shaped extraterritorial authority. For the United States, this power represented an Anglo and civilized population in a hemisphere of inferior communities with de jure sovereignty and an inability to self-govern. The base and the corresponding legal anomaly were the product of Empire as culture.

Since the detention location is the product of cultural assumptions and detentions tend to concentrate on certain nationalities, this subsection poses one question: Does detention authority rely on cultural assumptions regarding detainees who are primarily Arab, Middle Eastern, or Central Asian?

Conclusion

This Article has offered preliminary suggestions as to why Empire purposefully creates Guantánamo’s jurisdictional anomalies. For the past eight years, legal contests and public discourse worldwide have debated whether the plight of nearly 800 detainees\(^{396}\) really makes the base a legal black hole. Despite four Supreme Court decisions, endless diplomatic efforts, congressional debates, executive policy, and multiple litigation efforts, a substantial number of men remain detained on the base, effectively for an indefinite period. Two years after the Supreme Court in \textit{Boumediene} held that detainees may contest the legality of their detention in district court habeas proceedings, anomaly still clouds this litigation in myriad ways.\(^{397}\)

This anomaly is the product of Empire. It is crafted for the benefit of American foreign relations, since base occupation started in 1903 but most apparent with ongoing detention. Detainee rights, or lack thereof, are just one aspect of the base’s anomaly. To open the general question of how Empire profits from jurisdictional anomalies, this Article explores the base’s role in serving an American Empire. Since its creation a century ago, legal anomaly on the base furthers foreign relations objectives regarding expanding authority, overseas

\(^{396}\) \textit{See Names of the Detained}, WASH. POST, \textit{supra} note 5.

market access, and cultural superiority. This Article provides a contextual picture of how Guantánamo influences and is influenced by Empire. With this, the Article’s ultimate objective is to pose questions about Guantánamo’s law and Empire’s space, markets, and culture.

As Alejandro Colás describes, three factors—space, markets, and culture—are essential and required for empires throughout world history. Analyzing a series of examples in world history, he demonstrates that empires need expanding territory under political rule, lacking any identified limit, protection of overseas resource markets, and ideologies of superiority. These factors refer to Empire as space, markets, and culture, respectively. This Article uses this framework to examine how American foreign relations profit from the base’s legal anomaly and how the law contributes to this.

Suggesting Empire as space, functional approaches to constitutional protections on GTMO result in a flexible expansion of American power, possibly without limits. Detention jurisprudence since 2008 elucidates these doctrinal developments. These include: a functional test for constitutional protections overseas fashioned by the Supreme Court in Boumediene, an anomalous judicial power to order a detainee’s release, suggested in Kiyemba; district court habeas proceedings illustrating abundant legal confusion concerning the scope and source of detention authority and what evidence is permitted; and similar approaches in Afghanistan, as suggested in Maqaleh.

This developing doctrine inspires asking: Is it Empire as space, with flexible borders or no boundaries, when extraterritorial jurisprudence poses no spatial or geographic limits to American authority?

Current Empire as markets refers to detention’s implicit role in supporting American geopolitics of energy security in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia. With bases and operations in these regions, terrorists—mostly Al Qaeda and Taliban—attack civilian populations worldwide, including the U.S. homeland but especially in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia. Simultaneously, the United States views these regions as strategically important to its energy security. Intelligence gained through Guantánamo detentions and by other methods helps counter terrorist operations abroad. Targeting these regions, terrorists directly attack the energy industry and indirectly destabilize ac-
cess to these markets. Recent violence in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Yemen suggests this. Afghanistan’s location, adjacent to Caspian Sea energy sources, Iran, China, Russia, India, and Pakistan, points to its unique geopolitical significance. American economic and geopolitical interest in these regions goes far beyond the War on Terror. Detentions for intelligence help protect these energy markets and bolster American geopolitical power in these regions. With these early hypotheses, this Article asks: Are overseas markets effectively protected with Guantánamo detentions and corresponding intelligence, suggesting the base supports Empire as markets?

The base’s role in Empire as culture concerns how detentions discriminate by focusing on certain nationalities (e.g., Middle Eastern, Arab, or Central Asian). Detention occurs on base territory acquired with justifications of American superiority and Cuban inferiority, after the War of 1898 and with the Platt Amendment. The executive branch and courts determine American jurisdiction on the base in reference to sovereignty, with Cuba denied full sovereignty. Current racial implications concern the denial of rights protections for detainees, because they are simultaneously outside U.S. and Cuban sovereignty. It was argued that constitutional rights require presence in U.S. sovereign territory (i.e., not in GTMO). Guantánamo reflects the law’s cultural assumptions that Cuba could not be sovereign and the United States was superior. These cultural exclusions produced an overseas base. They now sustain detention inside it. Cultural assumptions embedded in the base’s legal history plus current detention patterns suggest asking: Does detention authority rely on cultural assumptions regarding detainees who are primarily of Arab, Middle Eastern, or Central Asian nationalities?

In conclusion, the preceding paragraphs described how American Empire produced legal anomaly on the base and how this anomaly contributes to Empire. Recent detentions suggest the base appears like a legal black hole. Global assumptions—broad than individual rights or executive authority to detain—motivate this anomaly. If the War on Terror ever ends or base detentions cease, Guantánamo detention cases will inform future approaches to American extraterritorial authority. This law shapes current and future approaches to individual rights, foreign relations, war, national security, interrogations/torture/intelligence, and military deference. Scholars, lawyers, and policymakers should explore the motivations and effects of these legal instruments. Accordingly, this Article briefly examines relevant
doctrine, sheds light on foreign relations history, and applies theory on Empire to ask: What is Guantánamo’s role in Empire as space, markets, and culture?